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Mr. Sarma F bruar;y 3, 196 7 

Bela BaJ.assa 

Supt~l ~tm Fin,ance & Co!P!nsator.z Finance 

I read your note of January 11th and Fleming's reply of 
January 16th. It see to me that Fleming 1s purpose i to briefJ..y' 
re.state his vi ws on the differ ncee between t compensatory and 
the supplementary financing ch s and on the difficulties of 
negotiating a bal.ance- o1'-payment policy pack ge Wlder the latter. 
I would object to his state nt that 11the suppl mentary financing 
sch is conaeivad in terms of discontinuous revisi or plans 11 

since the e che in f'a.ct tries o lp countr~ to carry out their 
di -t r11. plans and to avoid a downward rena ion of targets. Also, 

the fo tion restricting the policy p cka.ge to policie relating 
to the balance.of-~ents is overly n ; under th.e sche the 
Agency would r new pollci s d signed to i.mpl nt the plan. 
regards Fund' a role in carrying out the suppl nta.ry .finance sch , 
I am not sufficiently familiar with earlier discussions on the subject 
to be able to offer suggestions on Fleming's state nts. 

Concerning your own note, I am puzzled by the state ant that 
"supple entary finance is viewed as part of basic finance . Both 
the compensatory and supple ntary finance scb s provide ~post 
assistance to lp the country in bal.ance-of- nts difficulties . 
As I see it, the main differ nces b t en th 11 in the thods 
used to determine eligibility (deviations fro trends vs deviations 
from projected val.ues )~ in th time - span of the two schemes , and in 
the rul repqmnt . 

BBa1assa/pam 

cc: Mr. Fr.ie 
Mr . Kamarck 

/ 



Foi'IM N~. 57 INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT I INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR I INTERNATIONAL FINANCE 
ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION 

OFFICE MEMORANDUM 
TO: Mr. Irving S. Friedman 

FROM: Bela Balassa 

DATE: January 17, 1967 

SUBJECT: Comments on Papers Relating to the Supplementary Financing Schemes 

C, .._ \1\J d-.· j C ~ j l ._ l,,__ \J v-A _ 
I read an earlier draft of this paper and have few comments to make 

on the revised version. It appears Lt~sirable to delete the paragraph 
immediately following the subtitfe~w.tlich is rather unclear and in part in
accurate. Also, a few words may be changed here and there in the text. 

But the major problem is the link between commodity and country 
projections. Inasmuch as the projections used in the study on the Supplementary 
Finance Scheme have been based on country projections, the latter are of 
especial interest. MY suggestion would be to add a short section of 2 - 3 
pages to indicate the use of commodity projections in the country studies 
and retitle the paper accordingly. A possible title may be "Export Pro
jections at the World Bank". 

Unexpected Changes in Import Prices 

While I find little to quarrel with the conclusions of this paper, 
its methodology is open to objections on several grounds. Accordingly, the 
paper requires extensive revisions. 

On p. 4 we read that "one alternative /for measuring deviations from 
the trend? was to define the trend as a linear -or log linear curve that 
fitted most closely all the data for each country or area for the entire 
period 19.54-196.5 11 • This alternative was subsequently rejected because, in 
most instances the results were not statistically significant. It was then 
suggested that, "a more realistic alternative ••• was to use as the 'trend' 
whatever smooth curve showed the closest fit to the annual data." (p • .5). 
But)by increasing the terms of the regression equation, the deviations are 
automatically reduced, and the use of a third degree curve should be predicated 
on its economic meaning rather than the closeness of the fit. 

The basic error seems to be in the choice of a period which is 2 - 3 
times longer than the average period of projection. My suggestion would be 
to make calculations for 4 or .5 years instead. At the same time, it is 
questionable that one would project constant import prices for 4 - .5 years 
ahead as was done in the second exercise. (p. 8). Rather, it appears reasonable 
that the planners would assume the continuation of past trends in import prices. 
Correspondingly, one may calculate the average change in prices over a five 
year period and extrapolate the results for the next five years. These cal
culations can be repeated for several .5-year periods -- data for 19.54-19.59 
would provide the projected trend for 19.59-1963, 19.5.5-19.59 for 1960-1964, etc. 
and the deviations from the trends calculated. 
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It should further be emphasized that data on the prices (actually, 
unit values) of imports into developing countries are highly unreliable and 
this fact will tend to magnify the deviations from the trend. I suggest 
therefore that a second calculation be made by replacing these data with a 
weighted average of world export prices, the v1eights being the composition 
of imports into the individual countries. In the paper, the average world 
prices of manufactured goods have been used in supplementary calculations but 
this will hardly suffice since many developing countries also import petroleum 
and other primary products which are subject to larger price fluctuations than 
are manufactured goods. The commodity composition of imports, then, provides 
a clue to possible deviations of import prices from a projected trend in the 
individual countries. 

The Contribution of 'Invisibles 1 to Foreign Exchange Earnings 

This paper presents much interesting information but it could be 
improved through a more careful presentation and analysis of the results . 
For example, . :total :Peeeipts from invisibles aver age a l7 percent of cw rent 
~a:ther-'than-3::-~~~. 3). 
~ 1fable IV has little usefulness in its present form while in Table III 
it would be necessary to indicate all cases where receipts are reported on a 
net rather than on a gross basis. Neither is it clear what is meant by the 
statement that receipts from travel are "usually significant" (p . 4) when for 
14 countries travel accounted for less than 1 percent of current account 
receipts and in the majority of cases it was under 3 percent. 

Furthermore, in addition to calculating the average growth of service 
earnings for the 44 developing countries under consideration, and the deviations 
therefrom, it would be desirable to provide such data on a country-by- country 
basis . The averages have been greatly influenced by special cases (chiefly 
Mexico, Panama, Israel, Jordan, and Kore a ) and may not be . representati-ve of the group 
developing countries as a whole. It would also be appropriate to give an 
explanation for the special cases (U.S . military spending in Korea, gifts from 
the world's Jewry to Israel, etc . ) 

BBalassa/pam 



"UNEXPECTED" CHANGES IN IMPORT PRICES 

The record of post -war international discussions of the problem 

arising from instability in the foreign trade of developing countries 

will show that the focus of attention with regard to prices has been 

largely on the export side; but the question of prices of imporlis has not 

been neglected. The UNCTAD resolution concerning supplementary finance 

concentrated on finding solutions to the problem of the uncertainty of 

export earnings . The resolution also asked that import prices be kept 

in mind as a potential source of disruption of development programs . 

In considering this matter the IBRD Report on Supplementary 

Financial Measures called attention to the difficulties, in practice, of 

measuring changes in import prices within a reasonable margin of error . 

The report went on to say that the problem is particularly acute with 

respect to measuring changes in prices of capital goods, a category which 

bulks large in the total import bill of developing countries. 

The report, however, took no definitive position on the issue 

of import prices, although it did note that movements in the weighted index 

of import prices of all developing countries had not been such as to signifi

cantly affect the order of magnitude of the estimated financial cost of the 

Scheme outlined in the report . 

In response to further inquiries on the subject during the April, 

1966 meeting of the Committee on Invisibles and Finance , additional empiri

cal investigation was undertaken, based on available indexes published in 

the UN Statistical Yearbook and the Monthly Bulletin of Statistics. 
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For this purpose, import price indexes for 26 developing countries or 

areas and weighted indexes relating to .five regional groupings of such 

countries were used. No attempt was made to examine the validity of the 

indexes themselves; this would necessarily involve a separate major operation. 

The existing indexes may be considered as relevant, however, inasmuch as 

they presumably would serve as the basis for any operations involving 

import price adjustments that mi..ght be undertaken under the Scheme in its 

initial period. 

To be consistent with the export portion of the Scheme and w"i.th 

the Scheme's purpose of preventing disruption of soundly conceived develop

ment plans, any allowance for changes in import prices would only take 

into account "unexpected 11 changes in import prices, and would ignore pre

dicted changes. The object of this investigation was to shed some light 

on what might be the amplitude of such nunexpectedn changes, and in par

ticular, adverse changes in the import prices of developing countries. 

While no definitive answers could be expected from this study, it was hoped 

that the results might provide some evidence a.s to whether fluctuations in 

import prices might be of such amplitude as to reduce significantly the 

real value of transfers made under the proposed Scheme, or otherwise sub

stantially to impair the Scheme's objectives . 

Ideally, it would have been desirable to compare quantitative 

projections of import prices made in past years with the subsequent course 

of import prices actually experienced by the individual countries . The 

difference between the two sets of data would then have provided a direct 

indication of the possible magnitude of unexpected fluctuations, on the 
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basis of the particular periods observed. Such projections, however, are 

not available and in their absence any direct investigation of the problem 

in question requires devising arbitrary definitions of what a forecaster 

might have expected or projected in past years. Such a procedure clearly 

leaves much to be desired, since it is impossible to determine at this date 

what a group of economists would have projected in 1960 or earlier if they 

had been asked to forecast the developnent of import. prices 

individual developing countries in the light avail-

able regarding past developnent s and 

to each 

relevant factors pertaining 

plentiful documentation on the informa

e to such a group in 1960 or earlier, one could not 

that group would have interpreted that information at that 

However, rather than do nothing at all, it was decided to set up 

two exercies so as to obtain a range of estimates based upon specific but 

nevertheless arbitrary assumptions as to the methods and accuracy of such 

forecasts. 

The first exercise was designed to obtain some idea of the minimum 

possible size of the problem of import. price deviations. This study was 

devised to determine whether the year to year fluctuations in import prices 

were of sufficient amplitude so as substantially to impair the Scheme 1 s 

objectives even if forecasters had been successful in predicting the over

all trend in such prices. The assumption was made that trend values of 

import prices had been forecast correctly, and that 11unexpected" changes 

were annual deviations f'rom trend. The average annual percentage . deviations 
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of the available indexes (twenty-six for individual countries and five 

for regional groupings) from their respective trends were then computed. 

The average annual percentage fluctuations from trend of the 

available indexes of ex!X)rt unit values of manufactured goods were also 

measured. For this pur!X)se, indexes relating to the ex!X)rts of manufac

tured products from the major developed exporting countries were used. 

The period used for the exercise was 1954 to 1965 or the latest 

available year. Years earlier than 1954 were excluded because of the great 

number of discontinuities and inconsistencies in the data for most countries 

for those years. A number of countries had to be excluded because data on 

their im!X)rt unit values ceased to be reported some time ago and sufficient 

data were not available for statistical analysis. 

In deciding how to measure the percentage deviations from trend 

a choice had to be made as to how to define "trend". One alternative was 

to define the trend as a linear or log-linear curve that fitted most closely 

all the data for each country or area for the entire period 1954-1965. On 

attem.pting this, however, it was found that in almost every case the results 

were statistically non-significant, i.e. that the "fit 11 was well below the 

usual standard of acceptability. Measuring deviations from such a curve, 

therefore, would have tended to exaggerate the situation. Indeed, in the 

context of the discussions on supplementary financing, the exaggeration 

would have been all the more inappropriate since they would have reflected 

an underlying assumption that for practical pur!X)ses im!X)rt price projec

tions would be made for ten or eleven years ahead and would not be subject 

to adjustments for that entire period. 
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A more realistic alternative method, it was felt, was to use 

as the "trend 11 whatever smooth curve showed the closest fit to the annual 

data. The results of this method tend to understate the extent of the vari-

ations, but it was believed that such understatement was considerably less 

serious in degree than the degree of exaggeration that would have resulted 

from the first method described. This procedure also would seem to corres-

pond more faithfully to the practical problems being dealt with and to probable 

practice in the administration of the Scheme. In effect it assumes: (a) that 

projections would be made for shorlier periods than ten or eleven years (and 

indeed we have been speaking of projections for no more than five-year periods) 

and (b) that such projections might be subject to revision and/or need not 

necessarily be entirely linear or log-linear. The procedure adopted also has 

the advantage of approximating the results that would be obtained on the 

implicit assumption that we were measuring deviations from trend for every 

possible combination of medium-term periods during the period 1954-1965. 

The principal element of understatement inherent in this procedure 

lies in the implicit assumption (which is required by the exercise in some 

form but not necessarily in the precise form subsumed in our particular 

approach) that the medium-term trend (as measured post-facto) would have 

been forecast accurately whatever its shape. 

Table 1 presents the results of computing the annual average 

percentage deviations from trend in the import price indexes. It also sholis 

the form of the equation used for each country or area in finding the trend 
1/ 

curve that yielded the best fit to the data.- As already mentioned, it will 

1/ In the case of the data for Malaya and Ceylon, however, even the best 
- fitting curve was a poor one in terms of statistical significance, but 

the results were included anyway. 
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be noted that in only one case, that of Argentina, did the best fitting 

curve correspond to a log-linear trend line and in only five cases (out of 

the 31 shown) did the best fitting curve correspond to a linear trend line. 

In the other cases, either a parabolic or third degree curve was obtained. 

As might be expected, the percentage deviations from trend are 

greater in the case of indi. vidual countries than for the regional groupings. 

Turning only to the results for individual countries, which are those of 

chief interest, it will be noted that the entire range of average devi

lf 
ations extends only from about 1/2% per year to less than 5% per year.-

However, the average deviation in the typical case for this group of coun-

tries was less than 2% per year and for over 80% of the countries listed 

the average deviation in import prices was less than 3% per year. The 

following table shows the distribution of countries in tenns of the average 

annual deviation in their import prices from the projected values : 

0 1.00 2.00 3.00 4.00 
Average annual percentage to to to to to 

deviation 0.99 1.99 2.99 3.99 4.99 

Number of countries in 
class interval: 7 10 5 2 2 

Countries in class 
interval as proportion 
of total: 27% 38% 19% 8% 8% 

1/ In computing this average, a positive deviation of 1% and a negative 
- deviation of 1% do not cancel each other, but are instead counted as 

two deviations of 1%. • 
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The above findings were consistent with the magnitude of fluc

tuations in the unit value of manufactures exported by the developed countries. 

These were computed in the same fashion as those shown in Table 1 and are 

presented in Table 2. It will be noted that the export; unit values of manu

factured products fluctuated even more narrowly than the import unit prices 

of the developing countries. The difference undoubtedly can be attributed 

in part to the fact that the latter include primary commodities as well as 

manufactured goods. 

To obtain confirmation of the general impression created by these 

findings, the annual percentage deviations of the price indexes from the 

fitted trend indexes of each of the 26 countries were also examined. This 

procedure yielded the results shown in Table 3. Table 3 indicates that, 

for all the countries shown, almost 70% of the deviations in import prices, 

regardless of direction, were less than 3%, and over 90% of the deviations 

were under 5%. Only 4% of the observations were adverse fluctuations, i.e. 

changes having a positive sign, of greater than 5%, and only 1% were adverse 

fluctuations greater than 8%. 

It seems clear from the foregoing evidence that for the developing 

countries the year to year fluctuations in import prices from the overall trend 

in such prices were not of sufficient magnitude as to pose a major problem with 

regard to the effectiveness of the proposed Supplementary Financing Scheme. 

Any difficulties would come from deviations of the actual trend from the pre

dicted trend rather than from year to year fluctuations about the trend. 

The foregoing estimates relate largely to the probable minimum 

differences that might develop between reasonable expectations and subsequent 
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individual specialists who are versed in the basic analytical techniques, 

have an intimate and up to date knowledge of all economically significant 

aspects of individual commodities, and are sufficient in numerical strength 

to permit a high degree of individual specialization (adequate clerical and 

data processing support is subsumed). In addition to enabling better 

anticipation of future significant structural changes, this approach also 

makes possible the necessar,y contL~uous review of existing projections. 
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actual events. As was stated previously, attempting to obtain some idea 

of the most probable differences or the probable maximum differences was 

conceptually difficult due to the impossibility of reconstructing what 

forecasters would have considered to be reasonable expectations for import 

prices for given countries had they made such projections five years ear~er. 

An overestimate of the size of probable differences can be obtained by 

assuming that no attempt is made to forecast a trend, and that in each case 

it was assumed that import prices would remain constant for five years at 

the level of the year prior to the projection period. Strictly speaking, 

this is not a maximum estimate of possible errors in forecasting since it 

is conceivable, for example, that more trends would be predicted in the wrong 

direction than in the correct direction. Nevertheless, it is reasonable to 

assume that competent forecasters, familiar with the economic forces at work 

in individual countries and the world as a whole, would be able to predict 

import prices more accurately than achieved by the assumption that they will 

remain constant. 

An examination was made of the import price indexes for the years 

1959-1963 for the 22 countries included in the previous exercise, for which 

the data for all years were available. In this case "unexpected" changes 

were defined as deviations from the price levels prevalent in 1958. The 

following table shov1s the distribution of countries in terms of the average 

annual variation in their import prices: 

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 14 
Average annual to to to to to to to to to to 
percentage deviation 0.99 1.99 2.99 3.99 4.99 5.99 6.99 7.99 8.99 14.99 

Number of countries 
in class interval: 3 2 5 3 2 2 3 1 1 

Countries in class inter-
val as proportion of total: 14% 9% 23% 14% 9% 9% 14% 4% -- 4% 
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As would be expected, the range and typical magnitude of the 

average deviation in country import price indexes from the 1958 level are 

much greater than were observed for deviations from the fitted trend. In 

the previous exercise the range was from 0.46% to 4.72%, with 80% of the 

countries having average deviations of under 3%. In the present exercise, 

one country had an average dev""i.ation of 14.2%, and 40% of the countries had 

average deviations greater than 5%. The annual deviations of price indexes 

from the 1958 level as shown in Table 4 are summarized belov<, and compared 

with the annual deviations from the fitted trend. 

Percent of Annual Deviations 

Size of From the Fitted From the 
Deviation Trend Line 1958 Level 

Less than 3% 79% 32% 

Less than 5% 93% 64% 

Adverse deviation 
greater than 5% 4% 17% 

Adverse deviation 
greater than 8% 1% 9% 

Any conclusions drawn from the two exercises described above 

must be tenta:t.ive for several reasons. In the first place there is no 

guarantee that import. prices will behave in a particular future period in 

a manner similar to their beha•~or in a particular period in the past. 

Secondly, the validity of the import price indexes themselves is subject 

to doubt, especially wit.h regard to taking proper account of qualitative 
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improvements. And finally, the impossibility of reconstructing t~hat 

forecasts would have been made for import prices forced us to make various 

arbitrary assumptions. However, the above data would lead us to expect 

that depending upon the ability of those who were forecasting import prices, 

the majority of annual deviations from predicted values would probably 

be under 5%, and could perhaps be under 3%. Nevertheless, in spite of 

good performance on the part of those forecasting import prices, there 

could be a few countries which would experience unexpected adverse changes 

in import price levels of significant magnitude. What should be done to 

alleviate the problems of these countries cannot be determined by a statis-

tical exercise, but instead requires a pragmatic consideration of the problems 

-~in the implem-ation o:f the Scheme which would be caused by the 

attempt to include allowance for movements in import prices,. a:z:u! Of bbt 



1'UNEXPECTED CHANGES IN IMFORT PRICES 

f) The~ study was m>dertaken in response to a request made 

V during the April 1966 meeting of the UNCTAD 'Committee on Invisibles and 

Finance that the Bank investigate the impact on the Scheme of fluctuations 

/ 
/ 

in import prices . Compliance with this request was difficult since the 

proper performance of this study would require a history of prior pre-

dictions of import prices which could be compared with actual results . 

In the absence of such data, various arbitrary assumptions had to be made, 

and, therefore, any conclusions drawn from this study can only be tentative . 

The data included below would seem to indicate that the year to 

year fluctuations in import prices from the overall trend in such prices 

were not of sufficient magnitude as to pose a major problem with regard to 

the effectiveness of the proposed Supplementary Finance Scheme . Any dif-

ficulties would come from deviations of the actual trend from the predicted 

trend rather than from year to year fluctuations about the trend. While 

the majority of annual deviations from predicted values would probably be 

small, there could be a few countries which would experience unexpected 

changes in import prices of significant magnitude/\ What should be done 

to alleviate the problems of these countries cannot be determined by a 

statistical exercise, but instead requires a pragmatic consideration of 

some of the following questions: 

a) Would the Scheme use import price adjustments for the 

total amounts of exports or only for the shortfall. amounts? 
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b) Are import; price indexes sufficiently reliable so as to 

provide a reasonable basis for inclusion in the Scheme? 

c) Would actual import price data be available at the time 

when an export; short; fall became apparent? 

d) Would an attempt to include import prices at the initial 

stage of the Scheme delay significantly the implementation 

7 

I 
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- --conntry or area 

Morocco 
-- Cyprus · 

LY!dia 
:Z.1a.laya 
Tahxan 
Viet-Nam 
Ghana 

.: 

--

Table 1 . - - -
Import. unit prices of se1ecterr areas and 
· count,ries: ave_rage annual percentage 

deviation irom trend, 1954-1965. 

Form of equation 
used for computation 

Average deviation 
from trend i n percent 

y = a + bt + ct2. 
y = a - bt - ct2 + gt3 

· y = a. - bt - ct2 + gt3 
_ y = a + bt + ct2 - gt3 

y = a - bt ct2 ~ gt3 
y- = a - bt 

3.64 
1.05 
1.99 
2.62 
1.49 
2.8h 
1.56 

1--------
~ . ±geria 

Argentina 
Brazil 
Chile 

y = a. + bt ct2 - gt3 
y = a + bt + ct2 1.37 

·l 

1 

l 
•• J • . , 
< 
i 
1 
! 

l 
i 

1 

Colombia 
El Salvador 
Ceylon 
Pakistm 
Philippines 
Thailand 
Jamaica 
Mauritius 
Fed. of Rhodesia 

and Nyasaland 
Peru 
Malta 
Azl8ola . 
Portuguese Guinea 
Sao Tome ~~d Principe 
Trinida~ and Tobago 

Developing countries 
~..frica 
Lati.11. _OJnerica 
Asia 
Middle East 

log y = a - bt 
y = a - bt + ct2 + gt3 
y =a- bt bt2 
~ = a - bt - ct2 
y = a - bt - ct2 + gt3 
y = a - bt + ct2 + ~t3 
y = ·a+ bt ct2 o 

y = a. + bt + ct2 
y = a - bt - ct2 
y = a + bt ct2 + gt3 
y = a - bt ct2 + gt3 

y =a + bt 
y = a + bt + ct2 gt3 

·Y =a+ bt 
y =- a + bt ct2. 
y =a- bt 
log y = a - bt 
Y = a + bt - ct2. - gt3 

Y = a - bt - ct2 
y = a - bt - ct2 

· y = a - bt - ct2 
y =a - bt * ct2 
y = a - bt - ct2 + gt3 

10.66 
h.36 

11.65 
0.90 

i 1.31 
3.00 
l.h5 
0.76 

, 1.51 
2.65 
0.95 

j l.l3 
. 0.80 
I 4. 72 
I 0.95 

2.83 .. 
;O.h6 
2.uo 

0.69 
1.17 
0.52 
1.10 
1.37 

u 
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Table 2. 
-- --

Export unit prices of selected countries: 
average annual percentage deviation from 

Country or area 

Weighted i.n.dex for 
countries belm·: 

U.S.A. 
Fed. of Germany 
U.K. 
France 
Japan 
Belgium-Luxembourg 
Canada 
Italy 
Netherlands 
Srritzerland 
Sweden 

• . 

- -~l!_d, 1954-65. 

Form of equation 
used L~ con~utation 

2 
y = a + bt - ct 
log y = a + bt 
y = a + bt - ct2 
y = a ~ bt - ct2 + gt3 
log y = a - bt 
y = a - bt - ct2 + gt3 
Y = a. - bt ct2 + gt3 
y = a - bt + ct2 
y = a + bt 
y = a + bt + ct2 
y = a+ bt - ct2 + gt3 

' Average deviation 
from trend in percent 

0.62 

•· I 
I 

0.61 
0.2h 
0.7h 

I 1.58 
0.39 

- o.86 
1.22 
2.06 

-1.03 
0.85 
0.64 

'· 
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0 
c t!z .99 deviation - - - - -

+ .. + - + - .. - .. - • - + - • - + -
) 0 1 l. 0 0 0 0 0 0 

1 0 1 0 0 2 ) 1 1 0 0 0 0 • - iO. 
2 1 2 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 

2 .3 ) 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

3 2 0 1 0 0 1 0 

s 2 1 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

0 2 2 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 

b 0 0 2 1 1 0 1 2 0 0 1 0 
0 1 2 0 0 1 1 2 () 0 1 0 

2 3 2 1 0 l 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 

s 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 

s 2 1 1 2 1 0 0 0 0 0 

2 2 2 1 0 0 0 0 

1 1 l 2 0 1 1 2 0 0 

l 2 3 1 0 l 0 0 0 
0 1 0 2 1 1 ·0 2 1 2 0 

2 2 3 1 l 1 0 0 0 0 

2 l 1 0 0 0 

3 1 1 2 0 0 0 0 

)/ 
0 1 1 0 1 2 0 1 1 
2 1 0 0 - 2 l 0 1 0 0 
3 1 2 0 2 0 0 1 
0 2 0 2 2 0 0 0 1 

) 1 1 0 0 
1 1 2 0 1 0 1 _ ....... -- -- -- -- --- --
~ :JI' 12 u 9 6 s 2 1 2 

0 
4 1 21 20 7 ) 3 ) 2 2 0 

~/ 1965 not available v 1964 & 1965 not available y 1961 ... 1965 not available 



Table 4 

Annual Percenta~e Deviations in Import Unit Prices from 1958 Levels 
by Country and Magnitude, 1959 - 1963 

-9% -6% -3% 2% 3% 6% 9% 12% 16% Average 
through through through through through through through through through .Armual 

-11% - 8% - 5% -2% 5% 8% 11% 15% 20% Deviation 

Argentina 3 2 6.2 
Brazil 1 1 1 1 1 7.4 
Chile 1 2 1 1 5 . 6 
Colombia 1 4 1.4 
El Salvador 1 3 1 2. 2 
Peru 1 3 1 4 .6 
Ceylon 3 1 1 3 .0 
India 2 1 2 3. 8 
Malaya 1 4 1.6 
Pakistan 1 4 1.4 
Philippines 1 1 2 1 7.0 
Taiwan 1 4 7. 6 
Thailand 2 3 2. 4 
Viet Nam (Republic) 2 3 5 . 4 
Ghana 2 1 2 3.2 
Morocco 1 1 3 14. 2 
Nigeria 2 2 1 3 . 6 
S. Rhodesia, Zambia, 

Malawi 1 1 2 1 3 . 2 
Cyprus 1 3 1 4.6 
Jamaica 2 1 a 8 . 6 
Malta 1 3 1 4.2 
Mauritius 3 2 6 .0 

Total 2 19 20 35 15 9 2 3 5 
'· 

Percent of Total 
Observations 2% 17% 18 32% 14% 8% 2% 3% 4% 



THE CONTRIBUTION OF nmv.rsrBLES 11 TO FOREIGN EXCHANGE EARNJNGS 

The purpose of this note is to examine what role 11invisibles" 

play in the aggregate exchange earnings of developing oountries, what their 

composition is and how they have behaved in the past .!! 

Invisibles are defined to include the following broad categories 

of transactions and are identified in the balance of payments as formulated 

by the IMF in the following manner: 

Item 3 - Freight and Insurance 

This relates to freight received by domestic carriers on ship-

ments to foreign countries as also to freight received for transport of 

goods between any two foreign countries . Similarly, insurance covers 

insurance receipts on international shipments . 

Item 4 - other Transportation 

This covers receipts from foreigners for services rendered by 

inland waterways, coastal shipping, railways and airlines, e . g . passenger 

fares, bunkerage, stevedoring, port dues, etc . 

Item 5 - Travel 

The main component of this is "tourism 11 but it also includes 

receipts from foreign business travelers, students, government officials 

and other travelers . 

Item 6 - Investment Income 

Receipts under this head cover transferred income from financial 

investments abroad and include undistributed earnings of corporate direct 

investment enterprises, other undistributed dividends as also interest 

payable but added to principal amounts of outstanding assets. 

1/ For purposes of this paper developing areas are defined according to 
UN practices as .Af'rica, Asia and Latin America, excluding South Al:"'rica, 
Japan, and the centrally-planned economies . 
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Item 7 - Government Transactions Not Included Elsewhere 

Under this head are included domestic expenditures by foreign 

governments in respect of their diplomatic and military personnel, pay

ments received for services rendered under foreign aid programs, sale 

proceeds from purchases of real estate by foreign governments, etc. 

Item 8 - other Services 

This item comprises a variety of payments received for services 

such as non-merchandise insurance premia, wages and salaries received by 

nationals from foreign non-governmental employers, management fees, under

writing commissions, etc. 

The above six categories of 'invisibles' are characterized as 

"services" and constitute, along with merchandise exports and non-monetary 

gold, the goods and services account of the balance of payments. Quite 

frequently, the concept of a current account is also used; it includes 

besides the items referred to above, 11private transfers". 

Private transfers cover all non-governmental transactions which 

lack a 'quid pro quo'. They include such receipts as tax refunds received 

by private nationals, other taxes and fees, pensions and, most importantly, 

so-called migrants• remittances, besides voluntary contributions received 

by private persons and institutions. 

Statistical Limitations 

There are numerous difficulties in assessing the precise contri

bution of receipts from "invisiblesn to a country• s foreign exchange earnings. 

The complexity of the transactions involved despite the formalized classifi

cation a:d.opted by the IMF makes reporting difficult. Quite frequ~ntly no 
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breakdown of the various components of "services" is given and in some 

instances no data whatsoever are available. A less frequent but serious 

difficulty- arises from the fact that .figures for the various items are 

shown on a net basis: this leads to an understatement of "gross receipts" 

since a credit .figure under one head might be net of some payments and a 

'debit 1 .figure does not necessarily mean that the country earned nothing 

whatsoever from that source . A further difficulty stems from the not un-

common practice of combining receipts from more than one source or of 

including them in the catch- all "other services". For example, earnings 

from freight and insurance are sometimes included with those from "other 

transportation" or under "other services" . 

Analysis of Data 

Despite these limitations, the data are sufficiently reliable 

to reveal what relationship receipts from 1invisibles 1 bear to total cur-

rent account earnings and which are the more important items. Data were 

compiled for 41 developing countries for the period 1956-1963!/ and the 

summary results are shmm in Annex Table 1. The Table indicates that total 

receipts from invisibles as a percentage of total current account (exports 

plus invisibles) for the period were on an average 19.4% for the 41 countries . 

Earnings from "services" for these countries amounted on average to $3,335 

million in the 8 years 1956-1963 and correspond to 20 . 4% of their earnings 

from merchandise exports, inclusive of non-monetary gold. If private trans-

fer payments are also taken into account, their average annual receipts 

from "invisibles" rises to $3,933 million or 24.0% of exports . 

!/ The Federation of Rhodesia and Nyasaland comprising the present Malawi, 
Rhodesia and Zambia is treated as one ce\Bl'b~ for the period in question . 

~ 
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For the period in question, the data also indicate that the 

average rate of growth in earnings from invisibles has been greater than 

that in merchandise exports per se, e.g. during 1956-63 exports rose by 

3.4% annually, whereas earnings from invisibles rose by 4.3%. Consequently, 

the weight of ''invisibles" in gross external earnings had risen somewhat: 

in 1956 they corresponded to about 18.6% of aggregate receipts on current 

account; by 1963 the proportion had risen to 19.6%. 

Except in the recession year 1958, earnings from invisibles 

displayed a steadily upward trend during the period as a whole. (vide Table II) • 

The most rapid rate of gro1vth among the various sources of earnings from 

invisibles was in 'private transfers' category, which averaged 9. 7% per year 

during the period. This was followed by receipts from freight ( 7 .O% per 

year) and travel (5.6% per year). 

Average annual deviation from trend were of markedly less amplitude 

in invisibles (3.1% per year) than in merchandise exports (4.5% per year). 

The relative contribution of each item in the invisible earnings 

of each of the 41 countries is summarized in Table III. The picture that 

emerges is broadly as follows: 

11Travel't!/ is the most important constituent accounting for some 

22.3% of aggregate receipts from ''invisibles". However, only in the case 

of Mexico was ''travel 11 of overriding significance, contributing around nine-

tenths of aggregate receipts from invisibles. For the rest of the countries 

studied, the contribution of "travel~' to invisibles receipts, though usually 

significant, was only rarely above 25%. 

Y Source: International Travel statistics, 1963; International Union 
of Official Travel Organizations. 
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11Freig1lt, Insurance and other Transportation" is the next largest 

source of income from invisibles in the countries studied. Together they 

constitute one-fifth of the aggregate earnings from invi.sibles. For some 

countries, e.g. Argentina, Ceylon, Chile, U.A.R., receipts from this item 

were by far the most important in their total receipts from services. 

An equally important source of invisible earnings for most 

( 'countries studied is the catch-all item "other services". It accounted 

for nearly 20% of the annual invisibles earnings for these countries. 

The next largest single source of income is "Government Trans-

actions Not Included Elsewhere". Receipts under this head constituted the 

most significant item in the aggregate invisible earnings for a few countries, 

e.g. Korea, Libya, Morocco, Pakistan, Philippines, Thailand. 

Investment income receipts form but a relatively minor part of 

total earnings from invisibles of the less developed countries (LDCs) for 

the 41 countries studied, such receipts constituting, on average, about 5.9% 

of their gross earnings from invisibles. Nevertheless, it is significant 

that they were about the most volatile element in ''invisible" earnings; the 

year-to-year fluctuations in their case being much sharper than in other 

items of invisibles receipts. Data also indicate that over the period 

1956-1963 as a whole, the annual average receipts from this source, in 

contrast to other items, declined by a small amount for the group of 41 

countries taken together. 

Private transfers contributed on average about $598 million to 

the 41 countries in 1956-63 or 15.2% of total invisibles. 

The relative importance of all these variables is summed up in 

Table IV. 
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Table V shows the relative weights of invisibles in the total 

current account receipts of the 4l countries ranked according to the share 

of invisibles in total earnings. In eight of these countries (viz. Morocco, 

Vietnam, Mexico, Libya, Panama, Israel, Jordan and Korea) average receipts 

from invisibles over the period 1956-63 were over one-third of their total 

receipts on current accoun.t. For Panama, Israel, Jordan and Korea the con

tribution of invisibles was over &J%. For Panama and Jordan "other services11 

were of overriding imparlance, for Israel "private transfers", and for Korea 

tJGovernment Transactions not included elsewhere". 

However, it is interesting to note that for a majority of these 

countries (25 out of 41), the average contribution of invisibles over the 

period 19)6-63 to total current account was less than 19.4%, which is the 

average for all 4l less-developed countries taken together. The average 

contribution of invisibles to the total current account of these 25 countries 

taken together was only 10%. 



Table I 

Summar Statement of Gross Recei ts from Merchandise Exports, Non-monetar 
and "Invisibles" of 1 Less Developed Countries 

-Calendar year data in millions 

19.56 19.57 19.58 19.59 

Exports of merchandise and 
non-monetary gold 1.5,294 1.5,778 14,711 1.5,.502 

Gross receipts from ser~ces 
of which: 3047 3307 3123 302.5 
Travel 737 817 736 809 
Government n.i.e. 698 726 690 .568 
Investment income 238 231 200 198 
Freight, insurance and other 

602 631 631 6.56 transportation 
Other services 773 902 864 794 

Total goods and services 18,341 19 ,o8S 17,83.5 18,.527 

Private transfers 448 423 43.5 .578 

Total gross receipts from 
merchandise exports and 18,789 
invisibles 

19,.508 18,270 19,104 

Total Invisib1es 349.5 3730 3.5.58 3603 

N.B. Totals may not add up because of progressive rounding. 
Source: IMF Balance of Payments Year Books. 

of U.S. dollar equivalent-

196o 1961 1962 1963 

16,46.5 16,57.5 17,416 19,109 

3382 3431 3.540 3820 
902 961 997 1066 
601 .578 637 718 
24.5 289 219 216 

821 8.58 930 9.52 
812 743 7.56 864 

19,848 20,006 20,9.5.5 22,929 

627 677 763 827 

20,474 20,682 21,719 23,7.56 

4009 4108 4303 4647 

Gold 

Annual Average 
19.56-63 

16,3.57 

3335 
878 
6.52 
231 

76o 
814 

19,692 

.598 

20,290 

3933 



Table II 

Annual Percent Chan~es in Gross ReceiEts from 
Invisibles and Merchandise Exports of 41 

1956-57 1957-58 

Freight, Marine Insurance 
4 . 8 0 and Other Transportation 

TraYe1 10 . 9 -9 . 9 
Investment Incomes -3.0 -13 .4 
Government, n .i. e . 4 .0 -5.0 
Other Services 16. 7 - 4 . 2 
Total Ser vices 8.5 -5 .6 
Private Transfers -5.6 2.8 
Total Invisibles 6 .7 -4 . 6 
Merchandise Exports and 

3.2 - 6 .8 Non-monetary gold 

Total Receipts 3.8 - 6 .4 

N.B. A minus ( - ) sign is for a decline . 

Source : IMF Balance of Payments Yearbooks . 

1958-59 1959- 60 

4 .0 25 .2 

9.9 11.5 

-1.0 23 .7 

-17 . 7 5.8 
- 8 .1 2.3 
- 3 .1 11.8 

32 . 9 8.5 
1.3 11. 3 

5 .4 6 .2 

4 . 6 7.2 

countries , 1956- 63 

1960- 61 1961- 62 

4 .5 8 .4 

6.5 3 . 7 
18 .0 - 24 . 2 

- 3 .8 10 . 2 

-8.5 1. 7 

1.4 3.2 
8.0 12 . 7 

2.5 4 . 7 

. 7 5 .1 

1.0 5.0 

Cumulative 
Annual Average 

1962- 63 1956- 63 

2.4 7 .0 

6 .9 5.6 
-1. 4 -. 2 

12 . 7 . 9 

14 . 3 2.0 

7. 9 3 .4 

8 .4 9. 7 

8 .0 4 .3 

9. 7 3 .4 

9 .4 3.5 



Table %Z:t 

Aver&E;e Anrn.al Recei,E:ts from Mercha~e ~crts and InvisiblesE 1956-1963 
- in $ 1'1111ion-

Freight insurance 
Exporta inc:l tldill& and other Total Services Total Innoibles Total Current 
non- IIODetary I! old Tr&IWj!ort.&tion Travel Innst•nt Inca• Gavernmenl:. n.i . e. other Services (2...S) Private Trln!l !ere (7+8) 'lccount Receiet• 

A.rgentina 1068 92 6 20 10 )l l57 4 161 1229 
Bolivia 66 • 1 • 2 1 4 1 5 n 
Bra:d.1 1337 46 1.4 3 25 66 1511 l5 169 15o6 
Bur Ill& 236 4 • 4 7 6 22 2 24 26o 
Ceylon 363 24 6 8 10 so 1 52 415 
Chile 445 24 20 12 7 62 7 69 51.4 
China (Taiwan) 188 11 2 1 11 5 30 10 40 228 
Co1oli>ia 533 37 16 1 4 30 88 5 93 626 
COI!It.a Rica 84 3 7 • 6 18 20 104 
Dol'lin:l.c an Republic 149 6 5 1 2 5 18 2 21 170 
Ecuador 139 4 • 3 3 10 1 11 150 
El Salvador 12.4 1 5 1 2 5 12 2 1.4 1)8 
Ethiopia 75 4 2 8 1 17 3 20 95 
Ghana )01 8 3 12 3 22 49 • 49 350 
Guatemala 119 6 1 4 3 16 1 17 1)6 
Haiti 37 2 6 3 1 12 5 17 54 
Hon!uras 74 1 1 1 1 2 6 • 7 81 
Irdia 1380 88 32 36 86 78 320 129 449 1829 
Indonesia m 16 • 7 I& 19 1&6 • 46 817 
Iran 800 4 6 2 22 20 54 3 57 857 
Iraq 600 20 18 11 10 • 60 1 61 661 
Israel 203 61 24 11 7 29 131 1" 330 533 
Jordan 14 2 9 2 Ia 17 31. 3 ~7 51 
Kcrea 37 5 1 4 68 3 81 31 lll 148 
Libya 70 3 2 2 31. 13 5h 1 55 125 
l!&lawi, Rbodesia, Zadlia 560 14 9 31 2 25 81 30 111 671 
Merlco 828 • 539 11 41 591 5 596 1424 
Morocco 351 18 26 6 136 8 195 11 2o6 557 
Nicoragua 77 7 2 • ) 4 16 • 16 93 
Polciston 376 15 1 8 39 )l 94 12 lo6 482 
Po.n&lla 55 7 29 4 4h 86 3 89 144 
Paraguq 38 1 1 2 2 5 1 7 45 
Peru 417 11 20 • 7 20 Sf 9 66 483 
Philippines 542 5 ) 7 58 52 125 5h 179 721 
Sa:ian 189 2 1 5 6 10 23 1 24 213 
Syria 1.46 24 11 13 10 58 9 67· 213 
Thai lard 401 10 6 7 19 11 53 5 58 la59 
UAR 476 156 9 16 4 79 263 13 276 752 
Orugu~ 151 4 27 1 J 3 36 • )7 188 
Ven .. uela 2467 25 14 2 66 110 110 2577 
Vietnaa 69 5 6 3 20 '3 15 48 117 

Total. 14356 768 878 2)1 654 809 J)Jl 596 3931 20,287 

• Irxlicates an &IIIDIIIlt leu than l • 
If .B. D1screp&nc:Y in totals due to rourding. 
Source: IMF Balance d Payments Yearbooks 

' . 



Table IV 

Average Annual Gross Receipts from Invisibles of 41 countries 

- as % of 

Freight, Marine Insurance 
and Other Transportation 

Travel 

Investment Income 

Government n . i . e . 

Other Services 

Private Transfers 

Services 

22.8 

26 .3 

6.9 

19.6 

24.4 

17.9 

Services and 
Private Transfers 

19 .3 

22 .3 

5.9 

16.6 

20.7 

15.2 

Source: IMF Balance of Payments Year Books 

Non-monetary gold 
and Exports 

4.6 

5.4 

1.4 

4.0 

5.0 

3.7 

Current Account 
Receipts 

3.7 

4.3 

1.1 

3.2 

4.0 

2.9 



Table V 

Invisibles as % of Total Current Account for 41 countries 
(Annual Average , 1956- 63) 

Invisibles as % 
Total Total of Total 
Invisibles Current Account Current Account 

Venezuela 110 2577 4 . 3 
Indonesia 46 817 5 . 6 
Iran 57 857 6 . 7 
Bolivia 5 71 7.2 
Ecuador 11 150 7. 5 
Honduras 7 81 8 . 8 
Burma 24 26o 9. 2 
Iraq 61 661 9 . 2 
El Salvador 14 138 10 .1 
Brazil 169 1506 11.2 
Sudan 24 213 11.3 
Dominican Republic 21 170 12 . 4 
Guatemala 17 136 12 .5 
Ceylon 52 415 12 . 6 
Thailand 58 459 12.6 
Argentina 161 1229 13 .2 
Chile 69 514 13 . 5 
Peru 66 483 13 . 7 
Ghana 49 350 14 .0 
Colombia 93 626 14 . 8 
Paraguay 7 45 15.6 
Malawi, Rhodesia, Zambia 111 671 16. 5 
Nicaragua 16 93 17 . 2 
China 40 228 1'7.6 
Costa Rica 20 104 19 . 2 
Uruguay 37 188 19 . 7 
Ethiopia 20 95 21.1 
Pakistan 106 482 22 .0 
India 449 1829 24 . 6 
Philippines 179 721 24 . 8 
UAR 276 752 27 . 2 
Haiti 17 54 31.4 
Syria 67 213 31.6 
Morocco 206 557 37 . 0 
Vietnam 48 117 41.0 
Mexico 596 1424 41.9 
Libya 55 125 44 . 0 
Panama 89 144 61.8 
Israel 330 533 61.9 
Jordan 37 51 74 .0 
Korea 111 148 75 . 0 

Source : Table III 



FORM No. 57 IN TERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT I INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR 
ASSOCIAT I ON RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT 

INTERNATIONAL FINANCE 
CORPORATION 

OFFICE MEMORANDUM 
TO: Mr . Irving S. Friedman DATE: January 16, 1967 

FRO M: N. A. Sarma 

SUBJECT: Supplementary Finance : Additional papers for UNCT.AD 

The draft papers attached hereto have been looked into by Professor 
Frank and others of the Group. 

l. Conunodity Projection Work in IBRD : This is prepared by Mr. Macone. 
We think it may be useful to append two or three individual Commodity 
studies done in the Bank earlier, such as on cotton, rubber and coffee, 
as illustrative exercises of the general approach and methodology des
cribed in the note . 

2. Unexpected changes in import prices : This is prepared by Mr . Gassner, 
largely on the basis of certain earlier drafts by Mr . Macone . As no pro
jections for import prices are available, the study makes certain arbitrary 
assumptions . The question still remains for discussion whether it is prac
ticable to take into account import prices, and how it would affect cost of 
the scheme. 

3 . Invisibles : This is prepared by Mr . Jalan, using the material collected 
earlier by Mr. Ba.dri Rao . The note presents available statistics for a num
ber of individual countries from balance payments data, and helps to point 
up the importance of particular items in a few cases. 
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FORM No. 57 

TO: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT I INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR I INTERNATIONAL FINANCE 
ASSOCIATION RECO~STRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION 

OFFICE MEMORANDUM 
Mr. Irving S. Friedman DATE: December 13, 1966 

N. A. Sarma and R. M. Sundrum 

Papers on Supplementary Finance 

Attached hereto are the following four papers we 
discussed yesterday. 

1. Supplementary Finance: "Fonn and Terms of Assistance« 
2. The Policy Package of the Supplementary Finance Scheme 
3. Shortfalls and «overages" in the Supplementary Finance 

Scheme 
4. Financial Requirements of the Supplementary Financing 

Scheme 

These papers were forwarded to Messrs. Cavanaugh and Graves 
the end of last week. We have had a useful discussion with Mr. 
Cavanaugh, especially on the paper on "Forms and Terms". The present 
draft incorporates a few suggestions made by him. 



FoRM No. 57 

TO: 

FROM : 

S U B J ECT: 

INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT I INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR I INTERNATIONAL FINANCE 
ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION 

OFFICE MEMORANDUM 
Mr . Irving S. Friedman DATE: December 29, 1966 

N. A. Sarna ~ 
- -

Supplementary financing: Additional papers 

At the first meeting of the Intergovernmental Group in 
October 1966, our representative indicated that some papers were 
under preparation by the Bank staff, with a view to elaborating and 
explaining certain aspects of the Scheme . The concept of 'overages 1 , 

the forms and conditions for financial assistance, methodology of 
projections, the question of import prices, considerations relevant 
to 1 policy package 1 , the availability of resources in relation to 
requirements, were among the main questions that came up for dis
cussion at the meeting of the Intergovernmental Group. Some of the 
questions that were raised are dealt with in the three papers we have 
forwarded to the UNCTAD Secretariat: Supplementary Finance - Form 
and Terms of Assistance; Shortfalls and Overages in the Supplementary 
Finance Scheme; Policy Package of the SUpplementary Finance Scheme . 

Mr. Macone and his colleagues are working on three other 
papers: 1) Import Prices; 2) Invisibles; and 3) Our Export Projections. 

The following studies were requested by the Group at its 
first session: a brief comment is made in respect of each study. 

1. The relative importance of export shortfalls and other causes of 
instability in the external financing of developnent and, to the 
extent possible, estimates of the effects of these causes on selected 
countries. 

You have a brief note on this from Mr . Gassner . This was 
prepared in consultation with Mr . Sundrum and myself, and will be 
discussed next week in our group. As you are aware, it is my view 
that such a study is not required for purposes of supplementary 
finance, at this stage . In particular, private capital flows into 
less developed countries present a problem; the unreliability of the 
available data, the large variations from year to year in private 
capital flows even in recent years; the fact that larger private 
capital flows are into a few countries only and in one or two direc
tions. However, we may attempt a study, for internal purposes, on 
the lines indicated in Mr. Gassner's memo, and see what emerges . 

2. The Group invites the Bank and the Fund to communicate to the 
Group any views they may feel able to express on how supplementary 
finance would fit into the existing international financial system. 

In our Policy Package paper we have referred to ways in 
which the experience and advice of the World Bank Group and the 
International Monetary Fund could be utilized by the agency adminis
tering the Supplementary Financing Scheme. Further discussions with 
the Fund on this subject would be necessary, and in my view are of 
high priority, in preparation for the February meetings of the Inter
governmental Group. 
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3. A revision (to include data as recent as possible) of Table I, 
"Adequacy of external liquidity to finance fluctuations in exports 
of some Fund members", on page 19 of the study produced in 1963 by 
the International Monetary Fund. 

I understand from Mr . Fleming that they are shortly for
l-rarding this to UNCTAD. 

4. An estimate of the effects of recent changes in the Fund's 
compensatory financing facility on the annual cost of the Scheme. 

This is mainly the responsibility of the Fund staff, 
but our assistance is needed. I had mentioned this to Mr. Macone 
earlier. We have just received a draft memo from Mr. Fleming. 
On his return next week, Mr. Macone will take this up. 

Whatever be the precise estimate arrived at, as now stated 
in our Shortfalls paper, overages occurring subsequent to the use by 
a country of the Fund compensatory financing facility would first be 
available to effect repurchases under that facility as they fall due . 
The net effect of the compensatory facility and overages together on 
the cost of the Scheme is likely to be smaller than r1as envisaged in 
our study ( $400 million) • 

5. A study of the differences between and the respective merits of 
the methods used for the determination of export shortfalls. 

This has been prepared by the Secretariat of the UNCTAD, 
in consultation with the Fund and the Bank staff. 

6. A presentation of the methods used by the Bank staff in arriving 
at its estimates of the annual cost of the Scheme (in quantitative 
terms). 

On various considerations, we have taken the view that the 
presentation of such a paper for circulation to the Group would not 
serve a necessary or useful purpose at this stage . However, this was 
referred to by several delegates at the first session of the Group, 
and was particularly stressed by the Japanese and the Germans . We 
may expect, therefore, that this would come up rather prominentlyt 
for discussion at the forthcoming meetings of the Group. While we 
should be prepared for an explanation of how the estimate of finan
cial requirements at $300 - $400 million a year for the initial five
year period was derived in the study, it may be helpful if specific 
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and pointed discussion of this item were deferred for a later session 
of the Group. It is to be noted that at the first session of the 
Intergovernmental Group concern was expressed that, considering the 
existing trend of external assistance, resources allocated to supple
mentary finance may be at the expense of the normal flow of basic 
finance. It was also indicated that some governments would wish to 
give priority to the replenishment of IDA and would be able to con
sider resources for supplementary finance only in the light of the 
scale, terms and conditions of IDA replenishment. We may also point 
out that there is an advantage, in this initial phase of consultations, 
in considering the underlying principles and purposes of the Scheme, 
the fram~rork and procedures and, after a broad concensus is reached 
on these matters, consideration could be given more meaningfully to 
the question of the scale of finances required. 

cc: Messrs. Kamarck 
Isaiah Frank 
Sun drum 
Mac one 
Jalan 
Gassner 



.~ FORI.4 No. 57 

TO: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT I INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR I INTERNATIONAL F I NANCE 
ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION 

OFFICE MEMORANDUM 
Mr. Irving S. Friedman 

H. Gassner 1&-
DATE: December 22, 1966 

SUP~1ENTARY FINA JCE - Comparative Significance of Various C~uses of 
Foreign Exchange Shortfall 

It was suggested at the first meeting of the Intergovernmental 
Group on Supplementary Financing that a study b!e made of the relative 

· importance of export shortfalls and· other causes of instability in the 
external financing of development. The follgwing paper suggests some 
approaches to attempting to measure relative importance. Whatever the 
results of these studies may show as to the comparative importance of 
shortfalls of export earnings, aid, and foreign private investment, a 
case can and should be made for concentrating attention on export 
shortfalls due to the greater amenability of this problem to solution 
through international action t~an is the case with regard to shortfalls 
of foreign private investment or aid. 

I - Comparative I-1agnitude of Export Shortfalls, "Aid Shortfalls", and 
11Pri vate Investment Shortfalls 11 • 

Mr. T. Sears of USAID, has demonstrated that decreases from 
the previous year's level of private capital inflow exceeded similar > 

decreases in export earnings in ten out of the twelve developing coun
tries studied. However, the proposed Supplementary Finance Scheme is 
not aimed primarily at smoothing over year to year variations in 
foreign exchange availability, but rather at avoiding disruption in 
soundly conceived development programs. To compare the importance of 

~~unexpected changes in various sources of foreign exchange in disrupting 
development programs, it would be beneficial if deviations from pre
dicted values of these foreign exchange sources could be measured over 
a five year period. However, while the Bank's economic reports provide 
for many developing countries a source of five year projections of 
export earnings prepared independently of national political pressures, 
which can be compared with actual results, there is no source of similar 
projections for flows of public assistance or private capital. It is 
therefore proposed to try to guess what levels of public assistance 
and private capital flm•s a reasonable prognosticator rTould have chosen 
in 1958, and to compare the shortfalls from these rrtypothetical pro
jections" for the period 1959-1963 with the shortfalls of export earnings 
from the values projected in 1958 Bank economic reports. The eighteen 
countries included in sample 2 (1959-1963) of the simulation exercise 
for studying the magnitude of export shortfalls would be the sample employ~_d. 
While this procedure is not fully satisfactory, it is the best alternative 
available in light of the absence of actual 1958 predictions of public 
assistance and foreign private investment levels. 
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In order to prevent the 1958 "hypothetical pro.jections" 
from being too distorted by hindsight, it is suggested that a rule 
o£ thumb £or projection be applied to all countries. I£ we assume 
that the average level of aid to the developing countries £or the 
period 1950- 55 was attained in 1953, then the increase in aid over 
the period 1953- 58 l-ras at the average rate of 15% per year. The 
average rate of annual increase in private capi~al flow between the 
period 1950-55 and the period 1956-59 (excluding the oil countries) 
was 10% a year. It is tentatively suggested that the basis o£ the 
'~ypothetical projections" £or each country tor the period 1959-1963 
be a 15% annual increase in aid and a 10% annual increase in private 
capital inflow £rom assumed 1957 values of the average level of aid 
(or capital infloH) for the period 1956-58. 

_ No immediate decision need be taken on this study, since 
Statistical Division cooperation is not required. 

II - Examination o£ Regression data 

Due to the someHhat arbitrary nature of the above approach, 
it is suggested that in addition partial correlation coefficients be 
employed to measure the relative ef£ect on government investment and 
imports o£ capital goods, intermediate products, and raw materials of 
year- to- year changes in exports, aid,. and £oreign private investment. 
The necessary data appears to be available £or the period 1958-64 for 
25- 30 countries . For each country and for all countries .combined the 
regression equations and the partial correlation coe£.f'icients would 
be obtained using the following equations: 

I 3 = a,X_I-t er-~X -t c 1 f_ 1 +cl1f+- · e.~A-+ §,R-"2.. 
M K = q_ "1. X -1-+ t"l. X +- c ::1.. p-I -1 cl "1.. p + {?,~A -+ r~. R- 2.. 

t"Jk~ll-=a;)\_,+ Rr:, .X-1- c3f'-l-+ d.3f-r e- 3 A-+ 63R-2.. 
where 

X = ex:ports 

A = bilateral and multilateral assistance 

P = private capital inflows plus private transfers 

R = reserves 

Ig = governnent investment 

Mk = imports o£ capital· goods 

~+r= imports o£ capital goods, intermediate products, and 
raw materials. 

) 
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to allow data from various countries to be combined, all variables 
would be expressed as a percentage of the average value of that 
variable over the period 1958-64 for the particular country. 

Work would proceed in two stages. For each country a 
correlation matrix would be obtained, and variables would be 
eliminated when necessary in order to eliminate collinearity. Then 
the regression equations and partial correlati on coefficients would 
be calculated. 

This statistical approach was disctr~sed with Mr. Sundrum 
before his departure. During informal discussions with the Statistics 
Division it was estimated that this process would take about two to 
three weeks from the time that the required data was submitted. It 
was also implied that this would not be an undue burden. Your approval 
is requested for asking the Statistics Division to perform the study 
as outlined above. 
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OFFICE MEMORANDUM 
TO: Mr. Irving S . Friedman DATE: November 22, 1966 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

Bimal Jalan /L4 

In the attached letter to Mr . Kamarck, Mr . Dell has suggested 
that the documents on supplementary finance that we are preparing should 
be in the hands of UNCTAD people in Geneva by the middle of December 1 66 
for distribution to the Inter- governmental Group . Mr. Kamarck has asked 
me to prepare the draft of a reply from you to Mr . Dell. What should I 
say? 

The following four papers have been discussed in detail by our 
group, and the final drafts will be available, for your consideration and 
approval) by Monday, the 28th November: 

l. Financial Requirements of the Scheme 
2 . "Policy Package" (with an appendix on ''World Bank1 s 

evaluation of performance") . 
3 • Form and -:fc!trms of Assistance . 
L. Shortfalls and Overages . 

The following three papers are now under preparation : 

1 . Import Prices 
2 . Invisibles 
3 . Bank methodology on Export Projections 

Mr. acone, who is writing the first draft of these papers 
tells us that t he first two should be available for discussion by the 
group in t he middle of December, the one on ' export projections' will 
be available by end of December. We expect the final drafts of these three 
papers to be in your hands for approval by the middle of January . Meanwhile, 
we are also considering the paper on "causes o£ disruption" sent by 
Mr. Jo Saxe . 



ar S1dney.: 

'l'his 1 to eknowled your letter o! 18 cmtmber. 
I lrea.d.y let you bln'e mt ·c nts on the para.g:Nphs you 

Frl - will be wr1 tin to yo on the 
document that we 8.l"e • 

drev • Kmnarclc 
Director 

J!iCl;II[JCiliQ.C s Dep t 

AMK :mne 

ec: Mr. Jalan./ 
Please draft an appropriate reply to Mr. Dell for 
Mr. Friedman' s signature. 
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UNITED NATIONS 

NEW YORK 

OU&UHC& TDS 241(1) 
Sup.Fin.Mtgn. 
Feb. 1967 ° 

Dear Andy, 

18 November 1966 

You will recall that several of the delegations to the 
inter-governmental group on supplementary financing emphasized the 
need for the more important new documents to be in the hands of 
governments not less than six weeks_ before the opening of the meeting. 
That means that documents should be distributed at least in the 

0 

original language on December 26, which in turn implies that documents 
should be in the hands of the distribution people in Geneva by the -
middle of December. 

I realize that this schedule may involve difficulties for 
you, and conceivably the margins could be shaved somewhat. If, 
h~Never, you foresee any delay in the submission of major documents, 
I should appreciate your letting me know, as one or two of the 
delegations indicated~during the first session, that the second session 
would not be fruitful if governments had not had time to study the 
papers that were requested. 

This does not, of course, apply necessarily to every single 
document that was asked for, but I am sure you are aware of the 
particular papers to which the greatest importance was attached. 

You hoped to be able to let me have comments on the paragraphs 
I sent you under cover of my letter of 28 October by last Monday. I 
am sorry to raise the matter again, but I really would not like to hold 
up the distribution beyond next week. 

Yours sincerely, 

J:~o 
S. Dell, Director 

New York Office of UNCTAD 

Mr. Andrew Ka.Tl'.arck 
Director, Economics Department 
International Bank for Reconstruction 

and Development 
1818 H Street N~ 
Washington D.C. 20o433 



FoRM No. 57 

TO: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT I INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR 
ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT 

INTERNATIONAL FINANCE 
CORPORATION 

OFFICE MEMORANDUM 
Mr. Irving S. Friedman DATE: November 28, 1966 

N. A. Sarma and R. M. Sundrum 

Papers for the Supplementary Finance Group 

1. 
2. 
3. 

We are enclosing herewith new drafts of four papers: 

Shortfalls and Overages in the Supplementary Finance Scheme. 
Policy Package. 

I / 4. 
Forms and Terms of Assistance. 
Financial Requirements of the Scheme. 

These papers have been considered by our group, i.e. 
Professor Frank, Messrs. Jalan, Macone, Sarma and Sund.rum, who 
have agreed that they are in a suitable form to be sent to the 
UNCTAD Expert Group, subject to your comments. Mr. Pereira-Lira 
participated in our discussions and has seen the new dra.t'tis. 

It is for your consideration whether, at this stage, the 
draft; paper by Sundrum on Bank Evaluation of Performance is to be 
appended to the Policy Package paper and forwarded to the Inter
governmental Group. 

( 



FoRM No. 57 

TO: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT I INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR 
ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCT I ON AND DEVELOPMENT 

INTERNATIONAL FINANCE 
CORPORATION 

OFFICE MEMORANDUM 
Mr. Irving S. Friedman 

Andrew M. Kamarck ~ 
DATE: October 31, 1966 

The UNCTAD Study for the Supplementary Finance Working Group 

Sidney Dell of the UNCTAD Secretariat called me on 
October 26th to say that they had begun work on the study that 
the Intergovernmental Group had asked of UNCTAD, that is to 
say, the comparison between the Fund and the Bank methods of 
arriving at shortfalls. He said that they were going to point 
out the differences between what the Fund was trying to arrive 
at, namely a shortfall from a trend, and the Bank's shortfall, 
which is a shortfall from expectations that would have an impact 
on the development program. He said that the method they were 
beginning with was to take several hypothetical cases and to 
work out the arithmetic of them; that is to say, rising exports, 
falling exports, different rates of growth. 

He asked me what my initial reaction to this was and 
I said that it seemed like the proper thing to do but that this 
was just a very quick reaction. He asked us to send him any 
comments we might have. 



FINANCIAL REQUIREHENTS OF THE SUPPLEMENTARY FINANCING SCHEHE 

- A Note on the Estimate Presented in the Bank staff Report 
on Supplementary Financial Measures 

1. · In order to arrive at an estimate of what the proposed Scheme 

might cost in an initial :five-year period of operation, a simulation 

exercise was carried out, comparing merchandise export projections for 

individual countries made by the Bank for various periods since 1950 lilth 

the actual export earnings experience of the same countries in the cor-

responding years. Additional adjustments were then made to take into 

account factors which could not be treated in the simulation exercise. 

2. It was recognized that the simulation exercise, which is 

explained in detail in Annex IV of the Report, could only indicate the 

broad order of magnitude of the gross aggregate shortfalls of the develop-

ing cou.11tries. A number of estimates of such shortfalls were made in the 

simulation exercise, using tHo groups of countries in three different time 

periods. One group comprised a sample of fourteen countries for which 

observations were available for the periods 1957-63, 1957-61 and 1959-63. 

The second group comprised an enlarged sample of eighteen countries (the 

original fourteen plus an additional four) for which observations were 

available for the period 1959-63. The observed aggregate gross shortfalls 

for each of these samples for each time-period were then extrapolated on 

the basis of the share of the respective samples in the export trade of 

the developing countries as a whole. These estimates indicated that the 

gross aggregate shortfalls of the developing countries could have •amounted 

to between $1 billion and $2 billion per year. 
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3. The gross aggregate shortfalls could be estimated only by a 

broad range,' but in order to make a number of subsequent adjustment·s that 

were necessary to assess the probable needs of the Scheme for an initial 

period of operation, it was considered useful to start from a single figure. 

For this _purpose, the report adopted the estimate of $1.6 billion per year, 

which is approximately at the midpoint of the range and corresponds most 

nearly to the experience of the larger, eighteen-country sample, in the 

most recent period 1959-63 for which data were available. 

4. As part of the simulation exercise, estimates were made of the 

effects of the use of overages and the IMF's Compensatory Financing Facility. 

This took the form of additional calculations to deternine to what extent 

the gross shortfall might be reduced if overages and drawi.ngs under IMF 1 s 

Compensatory Financing Facility were used as offsets. It will be recalled 

that for this purpose it was assumed that overages realized by one country 

were not available for offsetting shortfalls experienced by other countries. 

The simulation of the Fund's Compensatory Financing Facility was designed 

to follmr as closely as possible the basic rules of that Facility (the 

Facility,· of course, was non-existent before 1963). 

5. Utilizing results based on the same countries and time periods 

as those used in deriving the global estimate of the aggregate gross annual 

shortfall and applying the same extrapolative procedure, it was found, as 

detailed in Annex IV, that, after crediting both overages and drawings 

under the D1F 1 s Compensatory Financing Facility, the global net shortfaJls 

would have amounted to about $900 million to $1,500 million per year. 
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Within this range, t~e figure corresiX>nding to the global gross annual 

shortfall of .$1.6 bi~lion per year was $1.2 billion per year, which was 

cited in the main body of the report. 

6. The difference of $400 million per year between the above gross 

and net figures can be apportioned between overages and the Compensatory 

Facility only on a very approximate basis, since the quantitative results 

obtained for the two country samples in the various time periods mentioned 

above varied widely. In general, the contribution toward reducing the 

gross shortfall that was attributable to the Compensatory financing Facility 

was smaller and varied within a narrower range of values than the contri

bution of overages: A division consistent with the gross and net values 

given above and also in line with the average relationship observed for 

all observations would be $250 million per year for overages and $150 million 

for the IMF compensatory tranche. 

7. After taking account of the overages and the use of the IMF 

Compensatory Facility, several other adjustments had to be made to arrive 

at an estimate of the financing requirement of the Agency. They were the 

number of developing countries likely to utilize the 

:Scheme in the first five years, the likely improvement in the preparation 

and use of export projections as compaxed to the periods of the simulation 

exercise, the extent to which the developing countries will be expected to 

meet shortfalls on their own and finally, the possible contribution to meet 

exiX>rt shorlfalls from sources of finance other than the IMF Compensatory 

Facility. 
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8. It was clear from the beginning that, given the nature of the 

problem, it was not possible to quantify these factors in any exact way. 

But, on the other hand, to estimate even the rough order of magnitude of 

the amount of resources that would be necessary to run the Agency during 

an initial period, it was necessary to attribute some orders of magnitude 

to the different factors mentioned above. On this basis, it was estimated 

that the effect of taking these factors into account would be to reduce 

the net shortfalls of $1.2 billion to the annual requirements of $300 . 

tilOO million for the initial five years. 

Probable Extent of Utilization of the Scheme by Countries 

9. The Supplementary Finance Scheme is based on the assumption 

that a developing country can present its case for aid to the international 

community in an articulate way. This implies that the country has an 

operational development plan, indicating the targets which the country 

intends to pursue, backed by specific projects and by a set of policies 

which will allow the achievement of the proposed targets. Besides the 

fact that the plan has to be feasible - i.e., within the capacity of the country to 

implement the plan,it has also to be financially viable. Not only must the 

required domestic savings be available, but there must also be a reasonable 

expectation that the amount of basic development finance from external 

sources being counted upon will materialize, assuming that the economic 

performance is satisfactory. Given this basic framework for the operation 

of the Supplementary Finance Scheme, it did not seem reasonable to expect 

that all developing countries would be in a position to utilize the Scheme 

as soon as it was established. It was felt that such utilization _l-l'ould 
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increase over the years of the initial period, as more and more countries 

have operational plans which had been discussed with the donor countries. 

10. To estimate the effect of this factor on the financial require-

ments of this Scheme, it was felt that the oil-exporting countries (whose 

reserve position is generally good), accounting for 22% of the exports!/ 

of the less developed countries in the period 1962-1964 were unlikely to 

need to avail themselves of the Scheme during the initial period of five 

years. On the other hand, a number of developing coun~ries, with 19% of 

the exports of the less developed world in the period 1962-1964, already 

had a mechanism for discussion of their development efforts and aid require-

ments with the donor countries. These countries were, therefore, in a 

position to qualify for use of the Scheme from the very first year of its 

operation. Of the remaining countries, accounting for 60% of the exports 

of the less developed world in the period 1962-1964, there was considerable 

variation in the state of their development planning. Thus, countries with 

about half of these exports might be in a position to avail themselves of the 

Scheme from the beginning. Assuming, therefore, that the possible users would 

increase from a group of countries, accounting for about 45% of the exports 

of the less developed world, in the first year, to countries accounting for 

about 75% of such exports in the last year of the initial five-year period, 

1/ Merchandise exports only; the developing countries included are India, 
Pakistan, Colombia, Nigeria, Sudan, Tunisia, Thailand, Malaysia, Ecuador, 
Turkey and Greece; exports of the less developed world include Africa 
(excluding South Africa), Asia, Western Hemisphere (excluding United States 
and Canada) and Greece, Turkey and Yugoslavia from Europe; export data 
according to IFS-IMF. 
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the Scheme would have to be prepared to meet the needs of countries 

accounting for an average of 60% of exports of the less-developed world. 

This proportion, ho-vrever, should be regarded as a rough, and not a precise, 

indicator. 

EKport Projections 

11. On the basis of the simulation exercise, it was estimated that 

in the period 1959-63, developing countries as a whole had an annual average 

gross shortfall of $1.6 billion. At the same time, it was found that the 

total overages of all developing countries was also of the same order of 

magnitude. This indicates that, for all developing countries taken together, 

the World Bank's export projections were neutral on balance. Hm.;ever, in 

practice, it is generally not possible to get estimates so close to the 

actual average for individual countries. As a result, in the simulation 

exercise, overages predominated for some countries while shortfalls pre

dominated in others. Hence, according to the suggested rules of the Scheme, 

whereby the overages of any country would be offset against that country's 

shortfall during a projection period, the amount of overages available to 

compensate the shortfalls was estimated to be about · $).25 billion a year. 

When this experience is used to extrapolate future requirements of the 

Scheme, two factors have to be considered - the possible improvements in 

the making of export projections for individua.l countries and the adherence 

by the country to the policies which underlie a projection. 

12. Better Projections - Part of the shortfalls estimated in the 

simulation exercise may have resulted from the fact that the projections 

which were used could have been improved, if more time and personnel had 

been devoted to them. This would certainly be the case if the Supplementary 
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Finance Scheme were in operation and, consequently, it may be expected 

that export projections , receiving a new operational significance as the 

basis of the Scheme, would approximate actual exports in individual countries 

more closely and hence reduce the amount of unexpected shortfalls requiring 

assistance from the Scheme. Moreover, the export projections which were 

used for the purposes of the simulation were in many instances of the simple 

kind, in which only the terminal year was directly estimated, the projections 

for the intermediary years being assumed to follori a straight line. This 

may have contributed to over-estimating the deviations ·from the projections. 

For purposes of the Scheme, export projections, where feasible, would pro

bably be prepared for every individual year of the projection period, using 

to the full ext ent the available information. 

13. Policy Adherence - The second factor which has to qualify the 

use of estimates of shortfalls based on past projections is the extent to 

which countries deviated in the subsequent years of a projection from the 

policies which were assumed to underlie the projection in the first place. 

This factor is particularly difficult to evaluate. The indication of 

the policies which supported an export projection was not explicit' in 

many instances. On the other hand, it is to be supposed that the whole 

mechanism of the Supplementary Finance Scheme will put a premium on a 

closer adherence to the enunciated policies with which the country hopes 

to achieve the export targets, among others. 

14. Although one can be sure that the two reasons mentioned above 

would contribute to make shortfalls in the future smaller than they would 

otherwise be, there is no quantitative basis to estimate their po$sible 

effects. To the extent that it was felt that they would be operative, 
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an adjustment was made to correct the experience of the past for purposes 

of estimating the future by an amount of $).1 billion for each of the 

two factors: better projections and better policy adherence. Together, 

these notional amounts correspond to 2.5% to 30% of the $). 7 billion of 

estimated shortfalls after "overages" and the IMF Compensatory Financing 

Facility, for the countries participating ·in the Scheme ($1.2 billion 

adjusted for the &J% factor for extent of utilization of the Scheme). 

ShortfaJ.ls Met by the DeveloJ2ing Countries 

1.5. Under the Supplementary Finance Scheme, a developing country 

is supposed to meet the problem of an unexpected export shortfall to some 

extent with its own means, which include the use of its own reserves and 

internal adjustments involving a reduction in demand for foreign exchange. 

It is understood that these actions could be undertaken in a number of 

cases without disrupting the development effort in which the country was 

engaged. Although the extent to which each individual country could be 

expected to make this contribution would vary from case to case, an attempt 

was made to assess the probable order of magnitude of the effort which 

might be considered reasonable when all developing countries are grouped 

together. 

16. Use of Reserves - An estimate of the amount of reserves which 

it was reasonable to expect the less developed countries to use for purposes 

of meeting export shortfalls was made, taking into account the level at 

which their reserves stood at the end of 1964, and the fact that there 

were other shortfalls for rrhich the country had to prov-ide, outside the 

Scheme. On this basis, it was thought feasible for the countries · part·icipating 
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in the Scheme as a group, to u~e $250 million of their reserves, over a 

five-year period to meet unexpected export shortfalls, averaging $50 

million a year. The level of reserves of the less developed countries 

at the end of 1964 was about $10 billion. The position of individual 

countries varied greatly; the oil-exporting countries and some others 

_.had been consistently gaining reserves since 1959-1960, whereas other 

countries were in the opposite situation. Operating with the assumption 

previously introduced that only 60% of the developing countries - on an 

average over the first five years -would be making effective use of the 

Scheme and assuming that probably hali' of the countries would be subject 
1/ . 

to shortfalls,- it follows that the assumed use of reserves would represent 

some 5 to 10 per cent of their reserve levels available at the end of 1964, 

for the participating countries who might have export shortfalls, taken 

together. 

17. Reduction in Foreign Exchange Expenditures during Shortfalls 

Imports of consumer good manufactures and other manufactures excluding 

capital goods and base metals accounted for sor.te 30% of total imports of 

less developed areas in 1960, on a f.o.b. basis. This was roughly true 

not only for the areas taken as a whole, but for different regional group-

ings, such as Latin America, Southeast Asia, the Hiddle East. For the 

other non-industrial countries, including mainly Africa, the proportion 

2/ 
was somewhat higher.- Total imports of less developed countries over the 

1962-1965 period- with the same coverage that was . used when dealing with 

their export~ - averaged $35 billion, on a c.i.f. basis. Using the same 

1/ 

y 
21 

Suppler.tentary Financial Measures - Annax IV - A Simulation Exercise -
Tables 1 and 4. 
Gatt, International Trade 1961, Tables II, III and IV of Appendix. 
See footnote on page 5; data from IMF International Financial Statistics. 
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percentage mentioned above, it -vras estimated that i mports of less developed 

countries as a whole lvhich would receiv e the major impact of internal 

adjustma1t mea sures subsequent to a shortfall,. without disrupting their 

development efforts, could be est i mat ed at an annual average of about 

$10 billion, for the period 1959-1963. Out of this, the amount of i mports 

of this type for those countries which may be e.xpected to utilize the Scheme 

in the initial period (taken as countries accounting for 60% of the exports 

of the less developed world) and which are likely to have shortf~s ~which 

may be taken as half of these countries) "'vould be about $3 billion a year. 

It must be noted that the level of such imports would already have been 

reviewed in the course of the initial understanding in relation to the 

development program; therefore, the possibility of further reduction in 

these imports folloi·Ting an export shortfall is likely to be small. Hence, 

the extent to which foreign exchange expenditures may be adjusted on this 

account may be placed at about $0.050 billion a year. 

18. The t wo items which account; for the actions which the developing 

countries themselves would undertake to meet the shortfalls (use of reserves -

$0.050 billion a year and reduction in foreign exchange expenditures during 

shortfalls - $0.050 billion a year) represent roughly 15% of the shortfalls 

of the participating countries - after "overages" and IMF Compensatory 

Financing Facility ($). 700 billion) in the initial period. 

other Sources of finance 

19. The Bank Staff Report contemplated the p::>ssibility that sources 

of finance, other than the I HF Compensatory Facility, might contribute to 

the financing of the unexpected shortfalls, such as the "emergency, foreign 
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trade loans" advanced by the Ex:port-Import Bank of Washington and program 

loans as well as the "Food for Peace" Program of the United States AID. 

The Export-Import Bank of Washington alone made emergency foreign trade 

loans to developing countries at an average of $0.180 billion a year, 

during the fiscal years 1958 to 1965. For purposes of determining the 

financing requirements of the Agency, a figure of $0.050 billion a year 

available from bilateral sources was adopted. This figure, hm.;ever, is 

not based on any indication that such an amount would, in fact, be 

available. 

20. The follmring table summarizes the effect of all these con-

siderations on the estimated financial requirements qf the Scheme for an 

initial five-year period: 

Financial Requirements for Supplementary Finance 
- initial five-year period -

US$ billion per year 

Gross Shortfalls 

Deductions : 

overages 
IMF Compensatory Facility 

Countries not likely to utilize ) 
the Scheme in the initial period ) 

better projections 
better policy adherence 

use of reserves 
internal adjustment 
(reduction in consumption) 

other sources of finance 

- 0.25 
- 0.15 

- 0.5 

- 0.1 
- 0.1 

0.05 
- 0.05 

- 0.05 

· Requirements adjusted 
for different factors 

1.6 

1.2 

0.7 

0.5 

0.4 

0.35 ~ 
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21. On this basis, the Bank staf.f estimated that the financial 

requirements for the Agency administering the Supplementary Finance 

Scheme, in its initial period of operation, would be of the order of 

$300 to $400 million per year. 

22. A few additional remarks about this estimate are i,n order. It 

should be noted that in the period for which the simulation exercise was 

carried out, the axport fluctuation of the developing countries has not 

been much influenced by commodity agreements. As such agreements are put 

into execution, besides the one which no'-v regulates the coffee market, 

there should be a net contribution to reduce future shortfalls. To this 

extent, the financial requirements estimate has an implicit safety factor. 

23. On the other hand, two other factors have to be considered. 

The need to make an adjustment for scaJ.e to take into account the growth 

in the exports of the developing countries will become increasingly 

important, because the simulation exercise considered the magnitudes only 

up to 1963. In addition, as time elapses, the number of developing countries 

which will be in a position to utilize the Scheme readily because they have 

operational plans discussed with the donor countries will tend to increase. 

'This may mean that the extent of utilization which would have to be con

templated for an initial. five - year period of the Agency might be higher 

than the 60 per cent which was adopted for the present estimate . 

24. The estimation exercise was based on exports measured as trade 

exports, without the inclusion of invisibles. There was no basis for 

including invisibles in the simulation exercise. The evidence which is 

being prepared in relation to invisibles has still to be examined ;to 
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determine to what extent this might affect the original estimate, although 

the working hypothesis at the time that the estimate was made was that the 

inclusion of invisibles would not fUn~~entally alter the results. Further, 

in accordance with the position taken in relation to the import prices 

question in the Study, the estimate does not take into account the possible 

effects of unexpected fluctuations in this item. 

25. In reaching this estimate of the financial requirements of the 

Scheme for an initial period of five years, two of the deductions from the 

estimate of gross shortfalls relate to overages and to the use of the 

Compensatory Financing Facility of the International Monetary Fund. Insofar 

as countries use overages to any extent to make repurchases under the Compensatory 

Financing Facility, the entire amount of overages cannot be deducted from 

the gross shortfalls in deriving the financial requirements of the Scheme. 

Hence, to this e.."'Ctent, the requirements of the Scheme will be increased. 

26. No attempt has been made in this memorandum to make a new calcu-

lation of the financial requirements of the Scheme; this memorandum only 

seeks to give the explanation of the estimate made in the Bank Staff Study 

at the time it was prepared. It is necessary to emphasize, as was done in 

the study, that the magnitudes of financial requirements and of the various 

factors involved are only rough estimates; no precise calculations are possible 

because the Scheme deals with the uncertain and the unpredictable. It may 

happen that, in the event,the actual needs for any year may prove to be either 

larger or smaller than noH estimated. Therefore, the estimate given in the 

Study cannot be taken as referring to the needs in each year, but as the 

average annual requirements over an initial experimental period of five years, 

which corresponds to the normal duration of development programs. 



SUPPLEMENTARY FINANCE: CONSIDERATION OF IMPORT PRICES 

The UNCTAD resolution suggested that 'adverse effects from 

significant rises in import prices' would be one of the relevant economic 

circumstances to be examined. The Bank Staff Study recognized that, 

ideally, export shortfalls should be calculated in real terms; that this 

could be done by concentrating attention on unforeseen deviations in the 

international purchasing power of exports. The Study points out, hOifever, 

it may not be practicable in many cases to measure changes in import pri~es 

within a reasonable margin of error. In estimating the likely scale of 

operations under the Scheme, it was noted that consideration of import 

prices would probably make little difference. 

2. The question of import prices came up for general discussion 

at both the meeting of the Committee on Invisibles in April 1966 and the 

first session of the Intergovernmental Expert Group in October 1966. The 

principal questions emerging out of these discussions can be summarized 

as follows : 

(a) Is it possible to obtain an estimate of the additional cost that 

might be incurred by the proposed Scheme if provision were made 

to take adverse movements in import prices into account in the 

administration of the Scheme. 

(b) In what way could a provision that movema."lts in import prices be 

taken into account in determining the amount of aid that the 

Scheme should make available to a given country be administered. 

(c) What is the availability and character of existing import pJ?.ce 

indexes for the developing countries and what are the solutions 

to the statisticai problems that these may present ·. 
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3. The crucial question is whether import price indexes constitute 

a sufficiently accurate measure of price movements to warrant their use 

in any mechanism for adjusting transactions under the Scheme. A survey of 

the results of recent research by the Bank staff on the subject of both 

export and import price inde.xes indicates that existing indexes are used 

widely as a useful tool for analyzing general world trade problems. Any 

conclusions derived from such use, however, are subject to qualification 

regarding the weaknesses and limitations of the indexes; the available 
.. 

indexes leave much to be desired, particularly if an attempt is to be made 

to use them for critical measurements. 

4. The principal problem lies in the inherent difficulty of devising 

a true indicator of price movements for a group of manufactured products, 

particularly capital goods, i.e. a statistical measure whose movements 

would reflect only changes in price and not also other changes, such as 

the utility or efficiency of the individual products or changes in the 

composition of the group. This problem still remains to be solved. 

5. For a developing country the composition of imports, and particu-

larly manufactured goods, can change rapidly. In Brazil, for example, the 

share of transport equipment (in terms of value) varied between 45% and 

13% of total imports of manufactures in the period 1959-1963, and within 

~he transport category, the share of motor vehicles dropped from 49% in 

1959 to a negligible proportion in 1963 while the share of airplanes rose 

from 10% to 38%. Such shifts in composition cause price indexes to give 

a distorted view of the true situation. Frequent changes of index weights, 

under such circumstances, can also lead to exaggeration of the eXtent of 

changes in prices. 
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6. Another main difficulty relates to measuring price changes 

in the individual components of the indax:. Unit value indexes of machin

ery, for example, are frequently based on declared value divided by l-reight. 

In such a case, as the machinery becomes lighter and more efficient, its 

index price would automatically rise. In cases where unit values were 

computed by reference to numbers, a shift toward the purchase of fewer 

but larger machines of equal capacity would also result in an incorrect 

price signal. Beyond these machanical difficulties there lies the further 

problem of taking account of improved quality of new products. The most 

familiar illustrations regarding the difficulties of reflecting quality 

changes are automotive tires and batteries, which have shown a continuous 

improvement in efficiency and service life for which, however, no adjust

ment is made in the unit prices used in an index. 

7. Thus, the statistical difficulties involved in including a full-

scale consideration of import prices in working out the Scheme are indeed 

real. An attempt should, of course, continue to be made for improving the 

data, but this is a separate and time-consuming process. Assuming this 

were done, should they be considered an integral part of the Scheme's 

approach and calculations? 

B. At the time a country's development program is fonnulated and 

subsequently agreed upon for purposes of arriving at an understanding 

regarding basic development finance, the entire balance of payments pros

pects for the Plan period are considered; the import requirements are a 

main part of this exercise, and certain assumptions regarding the course 

of import prices would have been made by the country and built into the 
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estimation regarding import needs. There can of course be uncertainty 

regarding this aspect, as there can be in respect of other aspects, such 

as development aid and private capital flows. The SCheme itself, however, 

is based on the finding that export shortfalls have been a main factor of 

uncertainty, that they are disruptive of development, and that they are 

measurable. It so happens there is considerable experience in the World 

Bank in this area of export projections for a period of one to several 

years. The UNCTAD resolution addressed itself to this specific cause of 

disruption of the development program and seeks a remedy to it. Accordingly, 

the Scheme does not purport to make good shortfalls from any or all causes 

but only from this major one. If the Scheme, and the underlying calcula

tions, were extended to cover other aspects like import prices, the statis

tical underpinning would become questionable, and implementation, therefore, 

might be rendered significantly more difficult. 

9. At the same time, it must be rec.ognized that for particular 

countries, from time to time, a significant rise in import prices may pose 

a difficult problem. Conversely, when a country suffers an export short

fall, simultaneously it may have been afforded considerable relief by a 

fall in import prices . This particular aspect merits further consideration 

by the Group; i.e. whether the administering agency should consider such 

cases, on an individual basis, after the export shortfall has occurred, on 

the basis of the available prices data for imports of a particular country . 

Here again, the question arises whether sufficiently reliable import price 

data would be available at the time the export shortfall became apparent. 

There is, of course, the other question: would import price adjustments 

be for total exports or only for shortfall amounts? 
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10. Another possible approach, in view of such statistical and 

other difficulties, would be not to bring into the Scheme the consider

ation of import prices in the initial S year~, and based on the actual 

working of the Scheme in the initial period, subsequently to consider 

these other refinements and considerations. 



FINANCIAL P.EQUIREMEJ\lTS OF THE SUPPLEt1ENTARY FINANCING SCHEHE 

- A Note on the Estimate Presented in the Bank staff Rep::>rt 
on Supplementary Financial Measures 

1. · In order to arrive at an estimate of what the proposed Scheme 

might cost in an initial five-year period of opei_'ation, a simulation 

exercise was carried out, comparing merchandise export projections for 

individual countries made by the Bank for various periods since 1950 with 

the actual export earnings experience of the same countries in the cor-

responding years. Additional adjustments were then made to take into 

account factors which could not be treated in the simulation exercise. 

2. It was recognized that the simulation exercise, which is 

explained in detail in Annex IV of the Report, could only indicate the 

broad order of magnitude of the gross aggregate shortfalls of the develop-

ing countries. A number of estimates of such shortfalls were made in the 

simulation exercise, using two groups of countries in three different time 

periods . One group comprised a sample of fourteen countries for which 

observations were available for the periods 1957-63, 1957-61 and 1959-63. 

The second group comprised an enlarged sample of eighteen countries (the 

original fourteen plus an additional four) for which observations were 

available for the period 1959-63. The observed aggregate gross shortfalls 

for each of these samples for each time- period were then extrapolated on 

the basis of the share of the respective samples in the export trade of 

the developing countries as a whole. These estimates indicated that the 

gross aggregate shortfalls of the developing countries could have •amounted 

to between $1 billion and $2 billion per year. 
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3. The gross aggregate shortfalls could be estimated only by a 

broad range,' but in order to make a number of subsequent a_djustment·s that 

were necessary to assess the probable needs of the Scheme for an initial 

period of operation, it was considered useful to start from a single figure. 

For this _purpose, the report adopted the estimate of $1.6 billion per year, 

which is approximately at the midpoint of the range and corresponds most 

nearly to the experience of the larger, eighteen-country sample, in the 

most recent period 1959-63 for which data were available. 

4. As part of the simulation exercise, estimates were made of the 

effects of the use of overages and the IMF's Compensatory Financing Facility. 

This took the form of additional calculations to deternine to what extent 

the gross shortfall might be reduced if overages and dra-wi.ngs under IMF' s 

Compensatory Financing Facility were used as offsets. It will be recalled 

that for this purpose it was assumed that overages realized by one country 

were not available for offsetting shortfalls experienced by other countries. 

The simulation of the Fund 1 s Compensatory Financing Facility was designed 

to follm-1 as closely as possible the basic rules of that Facility (the 

Facility, of course, was non-existent before 1963). 

5. utilizing results based on the same countries and time periods 

as those used in deriving the global estimate of the aggregate gross annual 

shortfall and applying the same extrapolative procedure, it was found, as 

detailed in Annex IV, that, after crediting both overages and drawings 

under the IMF' s Compensatory Financing Facility, the global net shortfalls 

would have amounted to about $900 million to $1,500 ·million per year. 
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'Within this range, tl;le figure corresponding to the global gross annual 

shortfall of .$1.6 billion per year was $1.2 billion per year, which was 

cited in the main body of the report. 

6. The difference of $400 nri.llion per year between the above gross 

and net figures can be apportioned between overages and the Compensatory 

Facility only on a very approximate basis, since the quantitative results 

obtained for the two country samples in the various time periods mentioned 

above varied widely. In general, the contribution toward reducing the 

gross shortfall that was attributable to the Compensatory .Financing Facility 

was smaller and varied "1-rithin a narrower range of values than the contri

bution of overages.· A division consistent with the gross and net values 

given above and also in line with the average relationship observed for 

all observations would be $250 million per year for overages and $1SO million 

for the IMF compensatory tranche. 

7. After taking account of the overages and the use of the IMF 

Compensatory Facility, several other adjustments had to be made to arrive 

at an estimate of the financing requirement of the Agency. They were the 

number of developing countries likely to utilize the 

·scheme in the first five years, the likely improvement in the preparation 

and use of export projections as compaxed to the periods of the simulation 

exercise, the extent to which the developing countries will be expected to 

meet shortfalls on their OYm and finally, the possible contribution to meet 

export shortfalls from sources of finance other than the IMF Compensatory 

Facility. 
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8. It was clear from the beginning that, given the nature of the 

problem, it was not possible to quantify these factors in any exact way. 

But, on the other hand, to estimate even the rough order of magnitude of 

the amount of resources that would be necessary to run the Agency during 

an initial period, it was necessary to attribute some orders of magnitude 

to the different factors mentioned above. On this basis, it was estimated 

that the effect of taking these factors into account would be to reduce 

the net shortfalls of $1.2 billion to the annual requirements of $300 . 

$400 million for the initial five years. 

Probable Extent of Utilization of the Scheme by Countries 

The Supplementary Finance Scheme is based on the assumption 

that a developing country can present its case for aid to the international 

community in an articulate way. This implies that the conntry has an 

operational development plan, indicating the targets which the country 

intends to pursue, backed by specific projects and by a set of policies 

which will allow the achievement of the proposed targets . Besides the 

fact that the plan has to be feasible - i.e., within the capacity of the country to 

implement the plan,it has also to be financially viable . Not only must the 

r equired domestic savings be available, but there must also be a reasonable 

expectation that the amount of basic development finance from external 

sources being counted upon will materialize, assuming that the economic 

performance is satisfactory. Given this basic framework for the operation 

of the Supplementary Finance Schewe, it did not seem reasonable to expect 

that all developing countries would be in a position to utilize the Scheme 

as soon as it was established. It was felt that such utilization ,would 
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increase over the years of the initial period, as ~ore and more countries 

have operational plans which had been discussed with the donor countries. 

10. To estimate the effect of this factor on the financial require-

ment s of this Scheme, it was felt that the oil-exporting countries (whose 

reserve position is generally good), accounting for 22% of the exports!/ 

of the less developed countries in the period 1962-1964 were unlikely to 

need to avail themselves of the Scheme during the initial period of five 

years. On the other hand, a number of developing coun~ries, with 19% of 

the exports of the less developed world in the period 1962-1964, already 

had a mechanism for discussion of their development efforts and aid require-

ments with the donor countries. These countries were, therefore, in a 

position to qualify for use of the Scheme from the very first year of its 

operation. Of the remaining countries, accounting for 60% of the exports 

of the less developed world in the period 1962-1964, there was considerable 

variation in the state of their development planning. Thus, countries with 

about half of these exports might be in a position to avail themselves of the 

Scheme from the beginning. Assuming, therefore, that the possible users would 

increase from a group of countries, accounting for about 45% of the exports 

of the less developed world, in the first year, to countries accounting for 

about 75% of such exports in the last year of the initial five - year period, 

1/ Merch~dise exports only; the developing countries included are India, 
Pakistan, Colombia, Nigeria, Sudan, Tunisia, Thailand, Malaysia, Ecuador, 
Turkey and Greece; exports of the less developed world include Africa 
(excluding South Africa), Asia, Western Hemisphere. (excluding United States 
and Canada) and Greece, Turkey and Yugoslavia from Europe; export data 
according to IFS-IMF. 
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the Scheme •.rould have to be prepared to meet the needs of countries 

accounting for an average of 60% of exports of the less-developed world. 

This proportion, hovrever, should be regarded as a rough, and not a precise, 

indicator. 

~port Projections 

ll. On the basis of the simulation exercise, it was estimated that 

in the period 1959-63, developing countries as a whole had an annual average 

gross shortfall of $1.6 billion. At the same time, it was found that the 

total overages of all developing countries was also of the same order of 

magnitude. This indicates that, for all developing countries taken together, 

the World Bank's export projections were neutral on balance. Ho1iever, in 

practice, it is generally not possible to get estimates so close to the 

actual average for individual countries. As a result, in the simulation 

exercise, overages predominated for some countries while shortfalls pre

dominated in others. Hence, according to the suggested rules of t~e Scheme, 

whereby the overages of any country would be offset against that country's 

shortfall during a projection period, the amount of overages available to 

compensate the shortfalls was estimated to be about · $J.2S billion a year. 

When this experience is used to extrapolate future requirements of the 

Scheme, two factors have to be considered - the possible improvements in 

the making of export projections for individual countries and the adherence 

by the country to the policies which underlie a projection. 

12. Better Projections- Part of the shortfalls estimated in the 

simulation exercise may have resulted from the fact that the projections 

which were used could have been improved, if more time and personnel had 

been devoted to them. This would certainly be the case if the Supplementary 
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Finance Scheme were in operation and, consequently, it may be expected 

that export projections, receiving a new operational significance as the 

basis of the Scheme, would appr oximate actual exports in individual countries 

more closely and hence reduce the amount of unexpected shortfalls requiring 

assistance from the Scheme. Moreover, the export projections which were 

used for the purposes of the simulation were in many instances of the simple 

kind, in which only the terminal year was directly estimated, the projections 

for the intermediary years being assumed to follovi a straight line. This 

may have contributed to over-estimating the deviations from the projections. 

For purposes of the Scheme, export projections, where feasible, would pro

bably be prepared for every individual year of the projection period, using 

to the full extent the available information. 

13. Policy Adherence - The second factor which has to qualify the 

use of estimates of shortfalls based on past projections is the extent to 

which countries deviated in the subsequent years of a projection from the 

policies which \>Tere assumed to underlie the proj ect.ion in the first place. 

This factor is particularly difficult to evaluate. The indication of 

the policies which supported an export projection was not explicit, in 

·many instances. On the other hand, it is to be supposed that the \>Thole 

mechanism of the Supplementary Finance Scheme will put a premium on a 

closer adherence to the enunciated policies with which the country hopes 

to achieve the export targets, among others . 

14. Although one can be sure that the two reasons mentioned above 

would contribute to make shortfalls in the future smaller than they would 

otherwise be, there is no quantitative basis to estimate their po~sible 

effects. To the extent that it was felt that they would be operative, 
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an adjustment was made to correct the experience of the past for purposes 

of estimating the future by an amount of $).1 billion for each of the . 

two factors: better projections and better policy adherence. Together, 

these notional amounts correspond to 2.5% to 30% of the $). 7 billion of 

estimated shortfalls after "overages" and the IMF Compensatory Financing 

Facility, for the countries participating in the Scheme ($1.2 billion 

adjusted for the 60% factor for extent of utilization of the Scheme). 

Shortfalls Met by the Developing Countries 

15. Under the Supplementary Finance Scheme, a developing country 

is supposed to meet the problem of an unexpected export shortfall to some 

extent with its o-vm means, which include the use of its own reserves and 

internal adjustments involving a reduction in demand for foreign exchange. 

It is understood that these actions could be undertaken in a number of 

cases without disrupting the development effort in which the country was 

engaged. Although the extent to which each individual country could be 

expected to make this contribution would var.t from case to case, an attempt 

was made to assess the probable order of magnitude of the effort which 

might be considered reasonable when all developing countries are grouped 

together. 

16. Use of Reserves - An estimate of the amount of reserves which · 

it was reasonable to expect the less developed countries to use for purposes 

of meeting export shortfalls was made, taking into account the level at 

which their reserves stood at the end of 1964, and the fact that there 

were other shortfalls for which the country had to provide, outside the 

Scheme. On this basis, it was thought feasible for the countries · participating 
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in the Scheme as a group, to use $250 million of their reserves, over a 

five-year period to meet unexpected export shortfalls, averaging $50 

million a year. The level of res~ves of the less developed countries 

at the end of 1964 was about $10 billion. The position of individual 

countries varied greatly; the oil-exporting countries and some others 

.-had been consistently gaining reserves since 1959-1960, whereas other 

countries were in the opposite situation. Operating with the assumption 

previously introduced that 9nly 60% of the developing countries - on an 

average over the first five years - would be making effective use of the 

Scheme and assuming that probably half of the countries would be subject 
1/ . 

to shortfalls,- it follows that the assumed use of reserves would represent 

some 5 to 10 per cent of their reserve levels available at the end of 1964, 

for the participating countries who might have export shortfalls, taken 

together. 

17. Reduction in Foreign Exchange Expenditures during Shortf£.lls -

Imports of consu.rner good manufactures and other manufactures excluding 

capital goods and base metals accounted for so~e 30% of total imports of 

less developed areas in 1960, on a f.o.b. basis. This was roughly true 

not only for the areas taken as a whole, but for different regional group-

ings, such as Latin America, Southeast Asia, the 11iddle East. For the 

other non- industrial countries, including mainly Africa, the proportion 

2/ 
was somewhat higher. - Total imports of less developed countries over the 

1962-1965 period - with the same coverage that was . used when dealing with 

their exports2f - averaged $35 billion, on a c.i.f. basis. Using the same 

1/ 

y 
21 

Supplementary Financi al Measures - Anna~ IV - A Simulation Exercise -
Tables 1 and 4. 
Gatt, International Trade 1961, Tables II, III and IV of Appendix. 
See footnote on page 5; data from IMF International Financial statistics. 
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percentage mentioned above, it wa s estimated that imports of less developed 

countries as a rThole which would receive the major impact of internal 

adjustme..."'lt measures subsequent to a shortfall, without disrupting their 

development efforGs, could be estimated at an annual average of about . 

$10 billion, for the period 1959-1963. Out of this, the amount of imports 

of this type for those countries which may be axpected to utilize the Scheme 

in the initial period (taken as countries accounting for 60% of the exports 

of the less developed world) and which are likely to have shortf~s (which 

may be taken as half of these countries) lmuld be about $3 billion a year. 

It must be noted that the level of such imports would already have been 

reviewed in the course of the initial understanding in relation to the 

development program; therefore, the possibility of further reduction in 

these imports follmv:i..ng an . export shortfall is likely to be small . Hence, 

the extent to which foreign exchange expenditures may be adjusted on this 

account may be placed at about $0 .050 billion a year. 

18. The two items which account for the actions which the developing 

countries themselves would undertake to meet the shortfalls (use of reserves -

$0 .050 billion a year and reduction in foreign exchange expenditures during 

shortfalls - $0 . 050 billion a year) represent roughly 15% of the shortfalls 

of the participating countries - after "overages" and IMF Compensatory 

Financing Facility ($). 700 billion) in the initial period. 

other Sources of Finance 

19 . The Bank Staff Report contemplated the possibility that sources 

of finance, other. than the ll1F Compensatory Facility, might contribute to 

the financing of the unexpected shortfalls, such as the "emergency, foreign 
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trade loans" advanced by the Export-Import Bank of Washington and program 

loans as well as the "Food for Peace" Program of the United States AID. 

The Export-Import Bank of Washington alone made emergency foreign trade 

loans to developing countries at an average of $0.180 billion a year, 

during the fiscal years 1958 to 1965. For purposes of determining the 

financing requirements of the Agency, a figure of $0.050 billion a year 

available from bilateral sources was adopted. This figure, however, is 

not based on any indication that such an amo~~t would, in fact, be 

available. 

20. The following table summarizes the effect of all these con-

siderations on the estimated financial requirements qf the Scheme for an 

initial five-year period: 

Financial Requirements for Supplementary Finance 
- · initial five-year period -

US$ billion per year 

Gross Shortfalls 

Deductions: 

overages 
IMF Compensatory Facility 

Countries not likely to utilize ) 
the Scheme in the initial period ) 

better projections 
better policy adherence 

use of reserves 
internal adjustment 
(reduction in consumption) 

other sources of finance 

- 0.25 
- 0.15 

- 0.5 

- 0.1 
- 0.1 

- 0.05 
- 0.05 

- 0.05 

Requirements adjusted 
for different factors 

1.6 

1.2 

0.7 

0.5 

0.4 

0.35 ; 
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21. On this basis, the Bank sta.ff estimated that the financial 

requirements for the Agency adninistering the Supplementary Finance 

Scheme, in its initial period of operation, would be of the order of 

$.300 to $400 million per year. 

22. A fe1.• additional remarks about this estimate are i,n order. It 

should be noted that in the period for which the simulation exercise was 

carried out, the export fluctuation of the developing countries has not 

been much influenced by commodity agreements. As such agreements are put 

into execution, besides the one which no>-T regulates the coffee market, 

there should be a net contribution to reduce future shortfalls. To this 

extent, the financial requirements estimate has an implicit safety factor. 

23. On the other hand, two other factors have to be considered. 

The need to make an adjustment for scale to take into account the growth 

in the exports of the developing countries will become increasingly 

important, because the simulation exercise considered the magnitudes only 

up to 1963. In addition, as time elapses, the number of developing countries 

which will be in a position to utilize the Scheme readily because they have 

operational plans discussed with the donor countries will tend to increase. 

This may mean that the extent of utilization which would have to be con

templated for an initial five-year period of the Agency might be higher 

than the 60 per cent which was adopted for the present estimate. 

24. The estimation exercise was based on exports measured as trade 

exports, without the inclusion of invisibles. There was no basis for 

including invisibles in the simulation exercise. The evidence which is 

being prepared in relation to invisibles has still to be examineg to 
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determine to what extent this might affect the original estimate, although 

the working hypothesis at the time that the estimate was made was ·t;hat the 

inclusion of invisibles would not fundamentally alter the results. Further, 

in accordance with the position taken in relation to the import prices 

question in the study, the estimate does not take into account the possible 

effects of unexped;ed fluctuations in this item. 

25. In reaching this estimate of the financial requirements of the 

Scheme for an initial period of five years, two of the deductions from the 

estimate of gross shortfalls relate to overages and to the use of the 

Compensatory Financing Facility of the International Monetary Fund. Insofar 

as countries use overages to any extent to make repurchases under the Compensatory 

Financing Facility, the entire amount of overages cannot be deducted from 

the gross shortfalls in deriving the financial requirements of the Scheme. 

Hence, to this e.'Ctent, the requirements of the Scheme will be increased. 

26. No attempt has been made in this memorandum to make a new calcu-

lation of the financial requirements of the Scheme; this memorandum only 

seeks to give the explanation of the estimate made in the Bank staff Study 

at the time it was prepared. It is necessary to emphasize, as was done in 

the study, that the magnitudes of financial requirements and of the various 

factors involved are only rough estimates; no precise calculations are possible 

because the Scheme deals vrith the uncertain and the unpredictable. It may 

happen that, in the event,the actual needs for any year may prove to be either 

larger or smaller than noii estimated. Therefore, the estimate given in the 

study cannot be taken as referring to the needs in each year, but as the 

average annual requirements over an initial experimental period of five years, 

which corresponds to the normal duration of development programs. 




